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12-14
August
2022 

International Championships
of Poland in Traditional

Archery hosted by PSŁT on the
grounds of the Golub Castle in

Golub-Dobrzyń.

Polskie Stowarzyszenie 
Łucznictwa Tradycyjnego
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Dear readers and friends, time is moving inexorably

forward with many challenges ahead, the Dunbrody

100 3D, UKIFAC, IFAF Championships, SIFA

Championships and along the way the Bowhunter

championship in France, World Championships in

Estonia, Historical Open in Portugal and many, many

more.

Remember the etiquette on the range and the basic

rules which should always be refreshed before a

competition. Our ever trusty Lynn has prepared two

great texts for you: Why Estonia, and to refresh your

memory the "Essential guide and info pack" for the

competition in France.

This time Michelle went on a visit near Galway and

wrote a Reportage from the Training camp at the

Slieve Aughty Centre. Owen has taken an epic journey

through the clubs and events - creating a kind of map

painted with words and accompanied by many

photographs - a must-read!

We have also welcomed two new contributors, Deidre

Shannon and Matt Latimer. Deidre has written a great

piece on how nature speaks to us in different seasons

and what we can see in the woods through the cycle of

nature - starting with spring. Matt, on the other hand,

talks about The Carraig Wood 3D shoot, this is a very

interestingly written report complemented by

great photographs.

Sadly we have said goodbye to Nick Kavanagh

who will no longer be running his Tales Of

American Bow column, It's been a special

journey and the whole editorial team would like

to thank Nick for his curiosity about the world

which he shared with us on TIFAM, we wish him

all the best, a sharp pen and new journalistic

challenges!

David Mc Caffrey is also concluding his

adventure with a regular column, "The

Toxophilite Chronicles". Don't shed any tears

though, Dave is a qualified instructor and has

hinted that from time to time he might answer

some    peculiar     questions     from     readers - 

of course, related to the sport of archery;) Thank you

Dave for a journey through time and memories from

which we were able to learn and enjoy so much! We

hope that Dave can cheer us up from time to time

with some of his amusing, yet immensely inspiring

articles.

Olivia Reynolds as usual has an interesting shooting

report for us, this time written in collaboration with

her friend Aishlinn Smee, who also said a few words

about Black Castle Archery Club - make sure you

read it! 

Laurent has for you this time an exclusive gallery of

images from the event at Black Castle Archery Club -

an exceptional work, a lifetime memory, difficult to

write about as you have to see it with your own eyes

to fully appreciate its inimitable charm.

EDITOR'S 
NOTE

The power of
words
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In this issue you will also find 3 of my writings, two

reports from shoots, published earlier on the blog,

but if you haven't seen them I invite you to give them

a read, and one somewhat provocative article "The

paradox of the superfluous man" aimed at stirring up

discussion on difficult topics. At this point, I would

like to encourage you all to raise difficult or, as we

say, uncomfortable subjects in the pages of the

magazine. Any issue, difference of opinion or

controversy can be resolved in a civilised manner by

having a matter-of-fact discussion and seeking better

solutions - let us be courageous and show no fear of

differences of opinion. Our diversity, originality and

varying view of the world are our strengths. The

written word has creative power and we should be

aware of that! This power ought to be harnessed and

not tamed but assimilated on the level of influencing

reality - do not fear, write to us and speak of what is

important to you!

Issue 7 

By Marcin Malek

https://tifam.news/tifam
https://tifam.news/tifam
https://tifam.news/tifam
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NEWSUPCOMING SHOOTS
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21 – 22/05/ 2022

(NIFAA) DAC IFAA FIELD & HUNTER ROUND

(2-DAY)

 

 (AI) LEINSTER ARCHERS 

ALL IRELAND LEAGUE LEG 2/LEG3

(2-DAY)

 

(SIFA) 22/05 AOS DANA ARCHERS

 

28-29/05/22

(AI) PRE-SEASON SHOOT 

DOUBLE 720 ROUND(WRS) AT HARBOUR

HOUSE

(2 DAY)

 

04-05/06/22
(AI) SLANEY ARCHERS - ENNISCORTHY

IRISH OPEN 3D CHAMPIONSHIPS
(2 DAY)

 
(NIFAA) 04/06 NIFAA ROAD SHOW -

OMAGH
 

(NIFAA) 05/06 LAC IFAA HUNTER ROUND
 

(IFAF) 05/06 SWAN LAKE
 

(SIFA) 05/06 ASHGROVE ARCHERS
 

11-12/06/22
(IFAF) DUNBRODY ARCHERS 100 3D

(2 DAY)
 

(AI) 12/06 GREENHILLS ARCHERS - PHILIP
REYNOLDS MEMORIAL SHOOT

GREENHILLS OUTDOOR RANGE, TYMON
PARK

 
 

Congratulations to our reporter Michelle Jay who completed a very

difficult BODNIK BOWHUNTER CHALLENGE and took 3rd place. This

is yet another success in the realm of international competitions

for our editorial colleague! We are proud and look very much

forward to seeing her winning in the future!

https://tifam.news/tifam
https://tifam.news/tifam
https://tifam.news/tifam
https://tifam.news/tifam




By Lynn Ellingworth
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Estonians speak Estonian...as well as English, Russian,

Finnish and German. The Estonian language is

something unique to the country and sounds different

from anything else in Europe. Because of its melodic

sound and long vowels, there's an ongoing joke that

many visitors think Estonians speak elvish. This

magical-sounding language is in fact Estonian, a

Finno-Ugric related to Finnish and Hungarian. Today

Estonians tend to speak at least two languages, most

often Estonian, English, and possibly something else.

In fact, according to recent studies, they are among

the best English speakers in Europe. However, While

the millennials usually know two languages fluently

on average, the older generations of Estonians are 

Why Estonia

WhyWhy
EstoniaEstonia

often fluent in Finnish and Russian in addition to

English and Estonian. So no matter what you speak,

communication will be possible.

Western part of Estonia are surrounded by the Baltic

Sea. Here the coastline is peppered with beaches,

small seaside villages and holiday resorts with

numerous spas. From unspoilt beaches, yacht marinas

and larger ports, there are many ways to arrive here

and heaps of things to do. The two main draws for

western Estonia are the resort towns of Haapsalu and

Pärnu boasting cute wooden architecture and oodles

of summer concerts and outdoor terraces. Visitors

from Scandinavia and other neighbouring countries 

  stonia connects the dots between Scandinavia,

Central Europe and what lies to the east. You can fly,

sail, ride or drive to Estonia from anywhere in

Europe. Located in the Northeast of the continent,

this small coastal country is just a short ferry trip away

from Finland and Sweden or a bus ride from such

European capitals as Warsaw and Berlin.

Estonia is more than 50% forest - there the wild things

are. It's fair to say that Estonians have a certain tree-

hugging spirit. More than half of the country is

covered by forested land and almost a quarter is

protected nature. As a result, Estonia has the 4th best

air quality in the world. Naturally, with so much

greenery, Estonians have a special connection to the

outdoors. Estonians love their nature. That means

forests, bogs, and all the creatures that live there. The

country's wildlife includes lynxes, brown bears,

wolves, foxes, rabbits, and deer. In the spring and

autumn time, birdwatching is an extremely popular

pastime attracting people from all over the world.

By  Lynn Ellingworth

know to book early and head to the western coast of

Estonia for the sandy beaches and long summer

nights.

Western Estonia is also one of the best places for bird

watching and animal tracking in the country. Here lies

the large Soomaa national park, a temporary home to

millions of migratory birds each year. If you howl

loudly and listen quietly enough you might even get a

response from a local pack of wolves roaming the

local forests.

Why to visit Pärnu? Whether you are interested in the

nature and culture, you like to enjoy the environment 

Estonia Endla Nature Reserve, Photo by Claude Meisch

E

https://tifam.news/tifam
https://tifam.news/tifam
https://tifam.news/tifam
https://tifam.news/tifam
https://www.visitestonia.com/en/why-estonia/estonian-forest


By Lynn Ellingworth
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Why Estonia

Did you know that there are also hiking trails in

the city? Pärnu coastal meadow allows you to visit

the viewing platform and walk above the flooded

meadows and the Tammiste trail is great for both

walking and recreational sports. The boardwalk of

Pärnu breakwater starts in Rannapark by the Pärnu

River.

Outside the city, the most popular hiking trails are

in the Soomaa National Park and Matsalu National

Park, and in the Kabli region.

of a sleepy little town, pamper yourself with spa 

 treatments, listen to beautiful concerts or love the sea,

boating and sailing, cycling and long walks – in Pärnu

you will find it all! 

From recreational sportsman to sports recreation

lover in Pärnu - it is fun to be a chair sportsman.

Whether in an armchair or beach chair. But what

about trying to do it yourself? Sports! Anyone can

become an amateur athlete in Pärnu. It is an easy

place to start your career as an amateur athlete. There

is no need to register anywhere or make a reservation.

The time is now. Right now! Simply get out of your

chair, swap your flip-flops for tennis shoes and get

moving. In whichever direction. There are 70

kilometres of light traffic routes, which you can use at

any speed and by any means of (light) transport.

Outdoor gyms in the parks and on the beach shape

the body. Extreme sports and ball courts. Disc golf

course in a riverside park. Pleasant hiking and ski

trails in the woods around the city. It is all yours. Go

and try. 

Hiking trails

Pärnu’s hiking trails are located in beautiful places

surrounded by the stunning natural environment. A

hike in nature will help you get away from the hustle

and bustle of the city and enjoy gorgeous views of the

natural world. All you need for an active holiday is to

drive out of the city a little and visit a hiking trail. The

hiking trails have different lengths and features. You

can go camping, bird watching, snowshoeing,

canoeing, and many other activities in the natural

environment around Pärnu.

Outdoor gyms are located behind the Tervise

Spa in Rannapark (at the end of Muuli Street),

on Pärnu beach, in Pilli Park, in Rääma Park,

by Pärnu Mai School, by the trails in Reiu-

Raeküla, and in Paikuse.

The Pärnu pump track is located next to the

city centre bridge and is intended for those

interested in biking or bike tricks, as well as

for roller skaters and skateboarders.

The largest sports ground is the Pärnu Beach

Stadium.

In Pärnu you will find a wide range of disc golf

parks, ball courts, tennis courts, and outdoor

swimming pools.

In Pärnu County, there are disc golf courses in

Valgeranna, Rääma Park, by the Pärnu River in

Papiniidu - the Jõekääru Disc Golf Park – and

elsewhere.

The best overview of disc golf courses in

Pärnu County can be found on the website

Discgolfirajad.ee.

Outdoor sports grounds:

There are many sports grounds in Pärnu where

you can work out in fresh air. You can do it

regardless of whether it rains or snows, the sun

shines or fog rises from the river. In addition to

the outdoor gym in Pilli Park, which you can see

in the picture, you will find several other sports

grounds all over Pärnu, where you can work out

whenever you like.

Disc golf:

Where can one find a disc golf course in a

picturesque location? In Pärnu County, of course!

Spend time in the pine forest in Valgeranna, by

the Pärnu River, a manor park, or the Kihnu

Island. There are more than 20 disc golf courses

in Pärnu County with different numbers of

baskets.

For sport and after sports - done! You did it. You

gave your best. You know that. A pat on the back

confirms that your supporters know it. Well done!

Now it is time to rest, or maybe even celebrate.

In 2019,  Pärnu was elected the best

wellness and health tourism destination

in Estonia in the EDEN (European

Destinations of Excellence) competition

launched by the European Commission.

Did you know that there are nine

different spas in Pärnu?

Take your time. Nice and easy.  The

stopwatch has stopped. The final whistle has

been blown. The chequered flag has flown.

Now there is  t ime. And everything else.

Right here.  You can get your skin wet

without any effort in the water and sauna

centres that are within walking distance.

White l inen on restaurant tables and

flavours of the world steaming in the pans –

the most convenient way to offer your

family a culinary as well  as a sporting

experience.  Lounges fi l led with a buzzing

hum where you and your friends can discuss

the finish protocol.  Parks to walk and

reflect in.  A sandy beach with its  summer

sunrise-to-sunset rhythm. All  this and more

for you, your family and friends.  In Pärnu.

 Yes,  Pärnu is  a city where every sporting

event becomes a holiday.  And vice versa.  If

you wish.  This is  how the seemingly

unconnected – sporting excitement and

relaxing leisure – are combined and

intertwined.

Aqua and sauna centres:

Holiday = spa,  spa = holiday.  That’s  just  the

way things are!  Of course,  some of the most

beloved elements of vacationing in Pärnu

are the spas.  The first  public bath opened

here as early as in 1838.  Just  a few more

years to go and we can celebrate two

hundred years of tradition. You have the

opportunity to contribute to the

continuation of the spa tradition. Just  come

and enjoy.

The White Guide 2022 recommends the

following restaurants: Restaurant Raimond,

restaurant Mon Ami, Café Supelsaksad, Villa

Ammende restaurant.

As a green city, Pärnu offers many

opportunities for outdoor dining. What is the

best location for a picnic? Great picnic spots

are Pärnu Beach Park, Pärnu moat and

Jaanson's Track

The best culinary experience:

Above all, the restaurants in Pärnu are known for

their high quality and talented head chefs. The

best restaurants in Pärnu are listed in the White

Guide and therefore definitely worth a visit.

Kiluvõileib, Photo by Ave Maria Mõistlik

https://tifam.news/tifam
https://tifam.news/tifam
https://tifam.news/tifam
https://tifam.news/tifam
https://visitparnu.com/en/objekt/parnu-rannaniidu-matkarada/
https://visitparnu.com/en/objekt/tammiste-metsarada-ja-lokkekoht/
https://visitparnu.com/en/parnu-muul/
https://visitparnu.com/en/soomaa-rahvuspark/
https://visitparnu.com/en/matsalu-rahvuspark/
https://visitparnu.com/en/matkarajad/
https://visitparnu.com/en/objekt/parnu-rannastaadion/
https://visitparnu.com/en/objekt/valgeranna-discgolfi-rada/
https://www.discgolfirajad.ee/park/raama-discgolfi-park/
https://www.discgolfirajad.ee/park/parnu-joekaaru-discgolfipark/
https://www.discgolfirajad.ee/
https://visitparnu.com/en/spa-holidays/
https://visitparnu.com/en/eating-out/?filter=3#flt
https://visitparnu.com/en/parnu-beach/
https://visitparnu.com/en/spa-holidays/?filter=5#flt
https://visitparnu.com/en/objekt/restaurant-raimond/
https://visitparnu.com/en/objekt/restaurant-mon-ami/
https://visitparnu.com/en/objekt/cafe-supelsaksad/
https://visitparnu.com/en/objekt/ammende-villa-fine-dining-restaurant/
https://visitparnu.com/en/objekt/parnu-beach-park/
https://visitparnu.com/en/objekt/parnu-moat/
https://visitparnu.com/en/objekt/health-track-on-the-left-bank-of-the-river-parnu-or-jaansons-track/
https://visitparnu.com/en/eating-out/
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EUROPEAN BOWHUNTER  CHAMPIONSHIPS 2022
 

EUROPEAN BOWHUNTER 

CHAMPIONSHIPS 2022

Essential guide and info pack

This year is, by all means, a special one, the
calendar of international events is bursting at the
seams and the archers have a lot to look forward
to. Barely the indoor championships in Finland
are over, and one has to get ready to go to France.
Not to forget the UKIFAC in Wexford and 100
3D at Dunbrody Archers - both in Ireland, then
the World Championships in Estonia, and the
Traditional Archers will travel to Poland and
Portugal. All these events have one thing in
common that distinguishes them from national
tournaments. The archers have to keep in mind a
lot of rules and regulations as well as to remember
the principles of competition etiquette plus many
unobvious nuances that our international Editor 
 Lynn Ellingworth has compiled and described in
the following article to assist you in the upcoming  
championships  in  France.

3 - Check your bow and age category. Due to the

two years postponement some archers have had

their age category changed automatically (cub to

junior, junior to young adult, young adult to

adult). Our system will also change automatically

the adult to veteran and the veteran to senior

category. But if you make the choice to stay in

the adult or veteran category (because it is an

option), then please inform us at

ebhc2020@fftl.com so that we can make the

changes.

SCORES CARDS

As you should know by now, due to the

consequences caused by the pandemic, the IFAA

Executive has decided that until April 1, 2023 it is

no longer mandatory to have two scores on your

Score Card.

COVID 19 SITUATION & RESTRICTIONS IN

FRANCE

In date of April 6, 2022

For travelers vaccinated within the agreement of

European regulations, no more tests are required on

departure. Proof of a complete vaccination schedule is

sufficient to arrive in France, regardless of the country

of origin, as was the case before the propagation of the

Omicron variant.

For unvaccinated travelers, the obligation to present a

negative test to travel to France remains, but the

measures on arrival (test, isolation) are lifted when

they come from countries on the "green" list,

characterized by a moderate circulation of the virus

(UE, Switzerland, Andorra, San Marino, United

Kingdom.)

Reminder : Event T-Shirts

EXCERPT FROM EBHC WEBSITE:

Hello,

You will be participating in the EBHC in

Confolens from June 24th to July 2nd. We hope

you will enjoy this international archery festival

that we are preparing for you.

I would like to thank those who have centralized

multiple registrations for kindly transmitting this

very important message to each archer registered.

For everything to go as smoothly as possible, we

kindly request the following:

1 – Don't forget to fill in your equipment sheet on

the EBHC website https://ebhc2022.fftl.com (and

also add a photo of yourself), using your code.

2 - Print your Start Card and your material

control sheet - on two separate sheets - before

your arrival.

https://www.izbac.fr/clubshop-european-bowhunter-championships-2022-x-izbac
https://tifam.news/tifam
https://tifam.news/tifam
https://tifam.news/tifam
https://tifam.news/tifam
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By Lynn Ellingworth EUROPEAN BOWHUNTER  CHAMPIONSHIPS 2022
 

IFAA affiliation

Is your membership paid-up?

Do you have an IFAA Classification-Scorecard?

Every archer must have at least TWO scores for

IFAA Animal rounds (or similar) to demonstrate

experience of those rounds

IFAF’s Classification cards are issued by the

International Rep (international@ifaf.ie)

Passport / National ID Card

Is your travel document in date?

EHIC Card & Travel Insurance

Apply for an EHIC card online

Purchase travel insurance

Flights &/or Ferry

Accommodation

Car hire vs. Airport transfer

Do you have a FULL driving licence?

Are there shuttle services at the site?

Documents

IFAF Membership card

IFAA Classification-Scorecard

Classification is for Field & Hunter only.

Scorecard is for Animal rounds only.

Archers must add IFAA 3D rounds scores to their

Classification-Scorecard when competing at IFAA

Bowhunter tournaments

Photo ID

It is becoming common practice to be asked for

proof of age at Registration

Forms

Fill-out two (2) copies of the bow-check form

Forms can be available online but generally they

are printed sheets available on-site.

THE ESSENTIAL INFORMATION FOR THOSE

COMPETING AT THE WORLD AND EUROPEAN

BOWHUNTER CHAMPIONSHIPS

General Information:

ARCHER PREREQUISITS

TRAVEL ESSENTIALS

Registration & Bow-check:

PAPERWORK TO PRESENT

Bow
Compounds will be speed-checked
Marks considered sighting aids will be
covered by the bow checkers
Arrows
Arrows must be numbered 1, 2 & 3 using
rings, near to the fletches
Tabs
No marks to aid shooting allowed
Binoculars
It is standard practice to bring binoculars to
bow-check at all IFAA tournaments
Only binoculars with a bow-check sticker can
be used on the range (i.e. they have been
verified as being non-range-finding)

Day 1-4: Bow-check & Registration
Bow-check & registration open
Practice Range open (inc. day 5 – 9)
IFAA delegates meeting
Information specific to the tournament is
issued for recirculation by delegates to their
national members
 
Day 4: Parade of Nations & Opening
Ceremony
All nations march through local town
Speeches and welcome by officials

Day 5 – 9: Competition
 
4 days of shooting over 5 days
Unmarked Animal (3 arrow) x2
Standard 3D (2 arrow) x1
3D Hunting (1 arrow) x1

Day 10: Banquet & Awards Ceremony
Awards are presented the day after the
tournament has completed to allow for any
mistakes to be corrected

The banquet must be pre-booked. Ticket
price €10 – €20, approx.
Following the awards there is usually a band
to provide entertainment

EQUIPMENT TO PRESENT

Event Schedule:

TIMETABLE BREAK-DOWN

6 targets per range
Adult: Three 5 yard walk-ups set between 60
– 40 yd
Junior: 3 arrows from the 3rd adult peg
Cub: Three 5 yard walk-ups, peg 1 set at max.
30 yd

6 targets per range
Adult: Three 3 yard walk-ups set between 45
– 30 yd
Junior: Shoot ‘Adult’ distances
Cub: Single peg set at max. 25 yd
 

8 targets per range
Adult: Single peg set between 35 – 20 yd
Junior: Shoot ‘Adult’ distances
Cub: Single peg set at max. 20 yd

8 targets per range
Adult: Single peg set between 20 – 10 yd
Junior: Shoot ‘Adult’ distances
Cub: Single peg set at max. 10 yd
 

6 targets per range
2 shooting positions (peg)
Adult: 60 yd (max)
Junior: 50 yd (max)
Cub: 30 yd (max)

6 targets per range
2 shooting positions (peg)

IFAA Rounds:

UNMARKED ANIMAL (3 arrow)

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

3D STANDARD (2 arrow)

Group 1

Group 2

Adult: 45 yd (max)
Junior: 45 yd (max)
Cub: 25 yd (max)

8 targets per range
2 shooting positions (peg)
Adult: 35 yd (max)
Junior: 35 yd (max)
Cub: 20 yd (max)

8 targets per range
2 shooting positions (peg)
Adult: 20 yd (max)
Junior: 20 yd (max)
Cub: 10 yd (max)

6 targets per range
1 shooting position (peg)
Adult: 60 yd (max)
Junior: 50 yd (max)
Cub: 30 yd (max)

6 targets per range
1 shooting position (peg)
Adult: 45 yd (max)
Junior: 45 yd (max)
Cub: 25 yd (max)

8 targets per range
1 shooting position (peg)
Adult: 35 yd (max)
Junior: 35 yd (max)
Cub: 20 yd (max)
 

8 targets per range
1 shooting position (peg)
Adult: 20 yd (max)
Junior: 20 yd (max)
Cub: 10 yd (max)

Group 3

Group 4

3D HUNTING (1 arrow)

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

https://tifam.news/tifam
https://tifam.news/tifam
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By Lynn Ellingworth EUROPEAN BOWHUNTER  CHAMPIONSHIPS 2022
 

1st Arrow

KILL: 20 points

WOUND: 18 points

2nd Arrow

KILL: 16 points

WOUND: 14 points

3rd Arrow

KILL: 12 points

WOUND: 10 points

SCORING:

Unmarked Animal

Scorecards

Bring the correct scorecard for the round

being shot

Range vouchers

Money is NOT accepted on the course, you

must buy pre-paid vouchers to purchase

food.

Equipment

Bow, arrows, binoculars, spares!

Essentials

Clothing for all seasons, hat, portable seat,

sun cream, bug-spray!

Refreshments

Bring a bag with food and drink in it.

Food is generally available, but location(s)

can be some distance from where you start

shooting from.

Water

Courses have free bottled water provided at

regular intervals

Smoking

Smoking, including E-Cigarettes, is NOT

allowed on the course, only at designated

food stops

On the Range:

WHAT TO BRING

The ordering of names in the group

determines role (cannot be changed)

#1: Target Captain

#2: First Scorer

#3: Second Scorer

#4: Arrow Puller

#5 (or greater): No role assigned. General

etiquette is to look for arrows

monitor shooting rotation

settle all local questions

manage back-logs/shoot throughs

In the case of a dispute, the majority opinion

of the other archers in the group decides on

the score. Period.

All adults: Yellow

Juniors: Blue

Cubs: Black

At each target a notice board will provide

details about the target:

RULES and ETIQUETTE

Group position/role assigned

Target Captain’s job

Scoring disputes

Pegs

Targets

Adult: 45 yd (max)
Junior: 45 yd (max)
Cub: 25 yd (max)

8 targets per range
2 shooting positions (peg)
Adult: 35 yd (max)
Junior: 35 yd (max)
Cub: 20 yd (max)

8 targets per range
2 shooting positions (peg)
Adult: 20 yd (max)
Junior: 20 yd (max)
Cub: 10 yd (max)

6 targets per range
1 shooting position (peg)
Adult: 60 yd (max)
Junior: 50 yd (max)
Cub: 30 yd (max)

6 targets per range
1 shooting position (peg)
Adult: 45 yd (max)
Junior: 45 yd (max)
Cub: 25 yd (max)

8 targets per range
1 shooting position (peg)
Adult: 35 yd (max)
Junior: 35 yd (max)
Cub: 20 yd (max)
 

8 targets per range
1 shooting position (peg)
Adult: 20 yd (max)
Junior: 20 yd (max)
Cub: 10 yd (max)

Group 3

Group 4

3D HUNTING (1 arrow)

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

KILL AREA

WOUND AREA

IFAA UNMARKED/MARKED ANIMAL SCORING ZONES

KILL: 10 points

VITAL: 8 points

WOUND: 5 points

KILL: 20 points

VITAL: 16 points

WOUND: 10 points

3D Standard

3D Hunting

KILL AREA

VITAL WOUND AREA

WOUND AREA

IFAA 3D STANDARD/3D HUNTING SCORING ZONES

https://tifam.news/tifam
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By Lynn Ellingworth EUROPEAN BOWHUNTER  CHAMPIONSHIPS 2022
 

Archers MUST shoot in pairs

A/B: Target Captain / First Scorer

C/D: Second Scorer / Arrow Puller

E/F: Archer 5 / Archer 6

Archers MUST rotate shooting order after each

target (Exec note):

First target: (A+B)/(C+D)/(E+F);

Second target: (C+D)/(E+F)/(A+B);

Third target: (E+F)/(A+B)/(C+D);

Forth target: (A+B)/(C+D)/(E+F), etc.

Archers MUST rotate shooting position rule: 1-14

LEFT: A/B, C/D, E/F & 15-28 RIGHT: B/A, D/C,

F/E

Unclear/unsafe shot rule

You are entitled to shoot a target singly if you feel

you do not have a clear shot of the target or your

footing is not sound.

Foot placement rule:

(1) Single marker lay-out: No archer shall shoot

from in front of the appropriate marker. One foot

shall not be more than six inches behind or a

maximum of three feet to either side of such

marker. For all Animal rounds, marked or

unmarked, there shall be two markers.

(2) Double marker lay-out: No archer shall shoot

from in front of the appropriate marker. One foot

shall touch or not be more than six inches behind

or to either side of such marker.

Sequence of arrows shot rule

DO shoot arrows in numerical order

If you shoot out of sequence by mistake advise the

Target Captain immediately. DO NOT shoot

further arrows until the mistake has been

understood.

Shooting

Marking scorecards with A-C-E, as shown,

helps track shoot rotation

Best practice is to start rotation on the

starting target (e.g. #10) and continue the A-

C-E rotation until end of the scorecard

Arrows MUST arrow must cut through the

line to score the higher value

DO NOT touch arrows in the target, to do so

will forfeit your score

DO NOT pull arrows until scoring completed

DO pay attention to the score being called

for you. It is hard to correct mistakes later

DO check your final scores match. It is much

harder to later change results entered for

you/signed-off by you

Scoring

Juniors shall shoot in their own groups

 

Cubs shall shoot in their own groups with a

non-shooting responsible adult.

The non-shooting responsible adult may be

one of the scorers for the group.

The Day Off rotation may mean that families

who shoot are not guaranteed to have the

same day off.

There is no official provision for supervising

children who are on a rest day

Parents need to be aware of the ‘day off’

situation and make alternative arrangements

with others not shooting to take care of

younger children or not shoot themselves.

 

The Protest Committee generally comprises

of 3 IFAA delegates and 2 officials from the

host nation.

The Committee will adjudicate on protest(s)

received.

The Committee’s decision is final.

Any archer wishing to make an official

complaint must pay €50.

If a protest is upheld the €50 fee is returned

JUNIORS and CUBS

Juniors

Cubs

Additional Information: Day Off

SUBMITTING A PROTEST

Protest Committee

Submitting a Protest.

CHAMPION OF NATIONS (CON)

Shooting styles are divided into 4 groups,

each with their own shooting styles grouped

together.

One competitor, male or female, is chosen

from each style, to make a team of

maximum 9 archers.

A full team consists of 9 archers, one from

each style. A team of less than 9 may be

entered if the nation cannot fill all style

slots.

Selection is left strictly to the nation

sponsoring the team.

Team entrance fee ranges between €100-

€150

Team structure

Fee

The registration for the
tournament remains open
until 31-May at the same

(regular) entry fee

https://tifam.news/tifam
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of arrows. Note to archers - do NOT even think
about it - it is quite toxic.

I hope you've enjoyed this little rambling about
what to look out for during your next field shoot.
It's not ALL about the shooting and the scores as
we are only too aware. The banter, the craic, the
food, the friends are just a part of it. In the next
issue I'll name some of the later flowering plants
and show you some of the critturs you can expect
to see or hear as you partake in the historic
endeavour of archery.

There is nothing more welcome than
spotting the first snowdrops as they peep
out of the ground in January. However you
just KNOW that winter is going to put up a
fight before she retreats. Those little white
drops are just the encouragement we all
need to start thinking about the new year
ahead. It's a little known fact that one of it's
folk names is "snow piercer" because of the
way the flowers push their way through the

Sense of the seasons 
 

Sense of the seasons 
 
 

By Deidre Shannon

ne of the things I love about field
archery (and it's quite a long list to be
fair) is that it isn't actually in a field.
Luckily, it's typically set in a
woodland or small forest (or if you're
really  lucky  -  in  a  very  large  forest 

 snow. They usually last until mid February.

In March we see the Cowslip (or Oxlip) standing proud
- it flowers from March to May. It is often confused
with the Primrose because of the colour of the flowers
- however the Cowslip/Oxlip stands much taller and is
a much brighter yellow petal. It was always thought to
be a hybrid of the primrose but in the 1840's it was
proved    to   be   a   separate   species   by   2   botanists.

O
 

and you get to spread out a bit more and
enjoy the birdsong & tranquility between
targets as well).

One of my favourite memories is, when
shooting in Tuscany, I came across
swathes of wild thyme and sage. I took
some back to our accommodation and
tipped it into the pasta we had  for  dinner
that   night    -    it    was   so   fragrant   and 
unexpected. I fried the sage and put it on top of the
meal. Seriously - it was a delicious bonus to a great
day. I've also come across myrtle berries in Norway
- little jammy pops of sweet juice as we wandered
around the course - lovely. And the stir fried
ramson leaves and flowers with a bbq'd burger in
Wicklow - delicious. And what lovely memories -
knowing what to look out for as you potter around
the     course    can     only     enhance     your    day.

If you shoot regularly you get to enjoy a real
sense of the seasons as you progress through your
archery year. Most of it goes unnoticed which is a
real shame. So here are a few things to look out
for and recognise - you'll get more out of a field
shoot   than   just   a  great  day  out  and  a  score.

Deidre

Shannon

Nature favours man - all it requires is appreciation...
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And then we come to April - whilst ducking under the
tree canopy and hiding from the rain showers we spy
the primroses - the lovely lemony burst of colour
clustered along the banks and river edges. It's name is
derived from two Latin Words meaning "first rose". It
can be found all the way through to June - but it's
particularly welcome in the earlier months as the forest
floor begins to burst forth again and life is renewed.
Primroses can also be found in pink hues.

Also in April we see the Ramsons (wild garlic). You can
definitely sniff their aroma in the air - do take a few
home with you to add to a salad or stir fry - they are
delicious. Don't pull out by the root though - so they'll
come back again next year.

Two white flowering plants that tend to confuse are the
Wood anemone and Wood sorrel. The difference is
that there is a pretty yellow stamen circle in the
anemone - it has parsley like leaves. The Sorrel is also
white but with a thin lilac coloured line inside the
petals - with leaves that are similar to a large shamrock.
Wood sorrel's leaves are edible and are pretty enough
as a garnish - it imparts a lemony/bitter flavour. If you
are not 100% sure - DO NOT EAT.

April to June will see the Bugle - up to 30cms tall with
purple flowers. It grows in clusters. It's great for filling
into gaps in shrubberies if you're into gardening. It was
considered a cure-all by medieval herbalists - thought
to be capable of healing broken bones and ulcers.
Purple being the theme here - we also have the Irish
Bluebell around this time also. It's purple tube-like bell
flowers curl outwards like a frill. They have a
distinctive sweet, fruity scent and inside the bells the
antlers with the pollen are usually a creamy colour.
Unfortunately a non-indigenous species is creeping
throughout the land and are becoming quite invasive -
these are known as Spanish bluebells which have
broader leaves and the flowers are a much paler blue
or sometimes pink or white. The bells typically face
upright. DO NOT bring these home with you to plant
in your garden - they are very invasive and nature
groups are actively trying to eradicate them from
forests and woodlands wherever they become aware of
clusters appearing.

Also in April - May we see the Wood Spurge. It's an
odd looking plant with green/lime oval bell shaped
petals. It is unmistakable. Gardeners grow a variety of
this plant which is called Euphorbia amygdaloides (the
amygdala being a part of the neural system that
processes fear and threatening stimuli) I mention this
because in Africa - juice from the plants in this family
(Euphorbia) is used to provide the  poison  for  the  tips 

image 1 -
snowdrop 

image 2 -
Cowslip (Oxlip)

shown with
Primrose for
comparison

 
 

image 3 -
Primrose

image 4 -
Ramsons
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Blubell WoodBlubell Wood  
atat  

Woodville HouseWoodville House

 Wood Anemone
& Wood Sorrel

shown together for
comparison

Irish 
Bluebell 

Bugle
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R C H E R
S

20222022
July 16-17July 16-17

10€ Adult10€ Adult  

5€ under 185€ under 18  

per dayper day

20€ Adult20€ Adult  

10€ under 1810€ under 18  

weekend rateweekend rate

DAY 1DAY 1

28 x UAR28 x UAR  
3 arrow3 arrow  

DAY 2DAY 2

28 x UAR28 x UAR  
2arrow2arrow

@AshgroveArchers@AshgroveArchers ifaf.ieifaf.ie

https://www.facebook.com/AshgroveArchers
https://fieldarchery.ie/


  The 16th will be UAR 3The 16th will be UAR 3
arrow x 28 3Ds. Hot foodarrow x 28 3Ds. Hot food
available to purchase onavailable to purchase on

the day and soft drinks andthe day and soft drinks and
water available. Saturdaywater available. Saturday

night will come to life withnight will come to life with
plenty of musicians andplenty of musicians and

crack, BBQ available thatcrack, BBQ available that
for campers.for campers.  

Location:Location:

X91 EC80X91 EC80
WADDINGSTOWN,WADDINGSTOWN,

  CO. KILKENNYCO. KILKENNY

Sunday 17th UAR 2 arrowSunday 17th UAR 2 arrow
x28 3Ds. Hot foodx28 3Ds. Hot food

available and drinks.available and drinks.  
Raffle, teas and Coffee andRaffle, teas and Coffee and

finally awardsfinally awards
presentation. We maypresentation. We may

come up with other ideascome up with other ideas
for Saturday night’sfor Saturday night’s

entertainment. Also localentertainment. Also local
B&Bs available forB&Bs available for

weekendweekend

You can come Friday 

You can come Friday evening 15th to set camping in the field,

evening 15th to set camping in the field, there will be toilets
and

a marqu
ee for 

 

there will be toilets
and

a marqu
ee for 

 ev
eryo

ne to gat
her

and
sing

 

eve
ryo

ne to gat
her

and
sing

 an
d BBQ you

r food or get the chipper or Chinese to deliver.

and
BBQ you

r food or get the chipper or Chinese to deliver.

CONTACT IVANCONTACT IVAN
08626801940862680194  

DIANEDIANE  
08761775510876177551  

DANIELDANIEL  
08722182970872218297

For more detailsFor more details



STRINGFELLOW
DIARY

a dream. To do it alone is difficult, but with

friends and family not so much and a precious

thing to appreciate. This is where the leap of

faith comes in and where, though perhaps

scared and isolated, you so very much need to

push yourself at first maybe even facing

seemingly insurmountable obstacles both

internal and external.

On Sunday, 27th. March a trip to Drewstown

House in County Meath for the 2x 14 UAR

being held by White Wolf Archers meant a visit

to a course that saw its’ first shoot in about 2

years. It’s wonderful to see so many clubs

recovering with enthusiasm and steely

determination following the travails and

curtailments of lockdown. What’s more

heartening though is the support being 

Owen Reynolds

So off we set. While this range may not have the joint-

wearing ruggedness of some others, that lent itself to a

specific direction for the layout. Full use is made of the dips

and hollows, the tight tree-lines and of course the emerging

colourful camouflaging carpet not to mention the lake.

 The Group 1 standing bear is a perfect example of this,

placed as if stepped out from behind a tree, causing you to

momentarily doubt yourself, and shooting to the right. 

T he fickle twists and turns
of fate can be subtle and
the turn of events
following a curious dabble
can change everything.
Sometimes it’s a leap of
faith, suppressing a fear,
or  maybe  the  wonderful
opportunity      to      fulfill

Owen Reynolds Stringfellow Diary
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The Group 2 wild-cat again at the end of a

meandering tree-line proving to be more of a

distraction than an actual obstacle. Group 3s

and 4s such as the hare and fox were placed

not, as is often case at the end of what is clearly

a shooting lane, but very much in such a

manner as if they were actually happened upon

and surprised in their natural habitat. There in

lay the skill and imagination in the layout of

this course. You might be within the well-

maintained park-like grounds of Drewstown

House but there was nothing than appeared

formulaic in the positioning of the targets or

clinical in the delineation of the routes and

lanes.

correspondingly shown by archers, new and experienced,

by travelling and taking part, adding a value to and

appreciation for the tremendous effort made by the

organisers or these events.

So, this Sunday, so early in the year, had the sun shining

and the sunglasses out. A great turnout was already

apparent early on as the carpark filled. I was looking

forward to this shoot having heard so much about

Drewstown House and its’ beautiful setting and grounds.

As we gathered around the registration table, in front of the

majestic lawn, Marjan Boers welcomed everyone, explained

how the format of the day would proceed and advised us to

pay particular attention to the pathways given the dense

spring carpet coming into bloom. Myself and Olivia were

shooting with Lynn Ellingworth and Karl Curtis. Lynn was

shooting Bowhunter Recurve and Karl Bowhunter

Unlimited. It was a pleasant grouping and an education too

as Karl giving us a history lesson on Drewstown House up

to the present day.

Karl Curtis AMBU, perfect form, magnificent
background

Lynn Ellingworth AFBH-R, unperturbed by this
obstacle laden wildcat target.

 

L-R, Lynn Ellingworth, Olivia Reynolds, some groupie
who wandered in and Karl Curtis.

Some things best left unsaid. Nonetheless,
grateful to Laszlo Jenei for retrieving my

arrow from there too.
 

Some things best left unsaid. Nonetheless,
grateful to Laszlo Jenei for retrieving my

arrow from there too.
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Owen Reynolds Stringfellow Diary
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Some use a rake to find arrows. Karl does it
with style!

 I t  was  a  refreshing day,  wi th  a  certa in

giddiness  in  the  a ir  and amongst  the

at tendees ,  only  part ia l ly  captured in

the photos  taken.

 Why was  the  day such a  success?  I

could just  say  check out  the  photo

below and leave i t  that ,  no explanat ion

needed.  From planning to  course

set t ing ,  regis trat ion,  logging and

presentat ions  a  mass ive  thank-you

goes  to  J im,  Kerr ie ,  Marjan and

Paul ine .  When you’re  in  the  f ie ld  or

on the  range i t  i s  sometimes  easy  to

forget  the  immense amount  of  work

that  goes  into  managing a  competi t ion

l ike  this .  The fact  that  you do forget

sometimes  i s  not  necessar i ly  a

test imony to  a  lack  of  considerat ion

on your  part  but  to  the  behind-the-

scenes  support  that  makes  the  day pass

by with  such enjoyment  and a  f luid

ease .  One word of  many springs  to

mind…. .ef f ic ient .  Had great  fun and

real ly ,  rea l ly  appreciate  i t  guys .

 L-R, Marjan Boers, Pauline Conroy, Jim Conroy, Kerrie Leonard. AKA The A-Team.

The following week, it was just up the road to the

legendary Swan Lake Archers for their 2*14 3D UAR. I’d

heard a lot about this course and its’ quirks and was

exceptionally eager for this one. Once again, we were

graced with glorious weather. Once again, the familiar

faces gathered for a later than usual start of 11:00am.

This wasn’t a problem for me anyway as it allowed a

member of my contingent catch up with a member of

another. Word has it that it was the biggest ever turnout

at 52 archers, a credit to clubs and their affiliated

organizations gathering to support each other. The

groups were called, and this time Olivia and I were

shooting with Tina Verity AFBBC and Roy Verity AMBU.

So off we set. This is a course of variety.  Extensive use is 

made of the extremely steep hollows and the various

structures along the route. 

The resting deer within the walls of the old factory

was a deceptive one. As was the crow, a group 4, but

at such an angle one had to take a separate path to

reach it. The meerkat at target 8 wasn’t much better.

I’m thinking now that the group 4 targets serve to

provide a certain few within the coarse-setting

element of the archery community an opportunity to

release their roguish vivacity. This however is also

symbolic of their desire to create something fun and

imaginative for their visitors. I can just imagine them

walking back, thinking “yeah, that’ll bug them”. 
Roy Verity taking it steady. Show of support

from that fellow ‘what’s his name’.
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From up there…
 And yes, just to beat the Black Castle

guys to making a big deal about it,  I did

leave my bow behind…twice, so now I

have to work on living that one down

with that lot and I’ve a feeling it won’t

be easy.

Disappointingly I couldn’t make the

Mayo shoot at Massbrook Woods on the

10th. April.  I know a lot of effort went

into making it a special day and it’s great

that it was reciprocated by the sheer

numbers that turned out. Next time.

The 1st. of May saw myself and Olivia

returning to Black Castle Archers in

Thurles, County Tipperary for their

much-anticipated Single Big Game 2 * 18

round. Now this course I have found

almost has a personality of its own.

Unlike many others, the forestry and

cover are extremely dense, and this

always makes for the impression of

exploring new territory for the first

time. 

To down there.
 

Fantastic work goes into the prizes and
medals.

 

 Sean JMBHR and Alan AMFSR O’Grady,
Laois Archery.

 

Yaay!! Look what I found, it’s mine, I’m
sitting on it and I’m not sharing it.

 Ar r i v i n g  f o r  r e g i s t r a t i o n

a t  08 :30 am f o r  t h e

09 :30 am s t a r t  y o u ’ r e

immed i a t e l y  mad e  f e e l

w e l c ome  w i t h  t h e  s t e e l

wh i s t l i n g  k e t t l e  o n  t h e

s t o v e  a l r e a d y  o n  t h e

b o i l .  Th e r e  wa s  a

f a n t a s t i c  t u r n o u t  a s  t h e

e a g e r  wo r d  h a d  i t  t h e r e

w e r e  s ome  tw e ak s  a n d

a l t e r a t i o n s  t o  t h e  c o u r s e

s i n c e  t h e  l a s t  s h o o t .  
Tanya Embleton & Joe Witherow keeping

the show running smoothly.
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The groups were called, it was a rolling

start, and myself and Olivia were placed

with Ivan Cummins and Diane Cummins

of Ashgrove Archers along with Aishling

Smee of Black Castle Archers. So off we

set starting off at the white wolf.

Brilliant use is made of the meandering

narrow trails, small hills and leaning

trees to provide what is actually quite a

demanding almost maze-like course. I

think word has it that one has walked

about 8km by the time they’re finished.

So, this isn’t a case of simply moving

from one target to the next. There’s a bit

of a ramble in between which has the

effect of rattling your rhythm a little,

not necessarily a bad thing. Even though

it is very well marked and signed, and

routes are very well defined, this course

nonetheless has the effect of giving you

the strong impression of your group

being the only one out there and therein

lies an under-rated skill of an

experienced course-setter. So, when you

arrive at say, the raven, you lean on 

Fonsa Foyne providing amazing back-up.

your bow, catch your breath, consider yet another

awkward shooting line, you actually have to collect

yourself to remember things like the differences

between the target groups.

T h e  s t o r k  p r o v e d  e x t r e m e l y  t r i c k y  i n  t h e

b o t h  r o u n d s ,  w i t h  o n e  h a v i n g  t o  l i n e  u p  a n d

s i g h t  b e t w e e n  t h e  V - s h a p e  o f  t w o  t r e e s .  T h e

s p r e a d - e a g l e d  G r o u p  4  e a g l e  o n e  w o u l d

t h i n k  w o u l d  b e  a  d o d d l e ,  b u t  h o w  w e  m i s s e d

i t  i s  t o  t h i s  d a y  r e m a i n s  a  f r u s t r a t i n g

m y s t e r y .  T h e  d u c k  a n d  t h e  m e e r k a t  o n  t h e

e d g e s  o f  t h e  l a n e  a g a i n  b y  v i r t u e  o f

c o m p l e t e l y  d i f f e r e n t  p e g  s t a n d p o i n t s  f o r

e a c h  r o u n d  m e a n t  i t  d i d  n o t  g e t  a n y  e a s i e r .

T h e  s t e g o s a u r u s  p o s i t i o n e d  a t  t h e  e n d  w h a t

s e e m s  l i k e  a n  u n u s e d  r e t i r e d  d i t c h  g i v e s  t h e

i m p r e s s i o n  o f  b o t h  y o u  a n d  i t  b e i n g

t r a p p e d  i n  a  v a l l e y  a n d  o n l y  o n e  o f  y o u  i s

g o i n g  t o  m a k e  i t  o u t .
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The tiger target needs a special

mention. This character is becoming a

legend in its’ own right and anyone who

hasn’t tackled it is missing out on a

true exercise in subtle subterfuge with it

nearly always dominating the

conversation during the breaks. On

realizing what they created the ever-

imaginative crew at Black Castle

Archers now content themselves in

tweaking, developing and altering this

particular one to fine tune the level of

deception it poses. So, when you arrive,

before heading out they’re already

saying to you “wait’ll you see what

we’ve done with it now?”, (cue an

extremely satisfied grin). Shall I reveal

its mystery? Nah!! For sure, this is one

you best try for yourself….. if you dare.

Aishling Smee, Black Castle Archers and Olivia Reynolds, Laois
Archery. The ‘gigglees’ as Diane Cummins, with admirable patience,

named them.
 

Martin Conroy
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A very special mention for Ivan and Diane of Ashgrove Archers providing most affable and relaxed company
for myself, Olivia and Aishling, making for a fun and much needed relaxing day, thank-you very much.

 
And a big thank-you too to Laurent Vuille for the photos. If it were left to me there’d be missing limbs

and close-ups of feet.
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So earlier, I was babbling about dabbling and

the fickleties of fate. Having long been

intrigued, from following their competitions

and chatting with archers from that

discipline, earlier this year I signed up with

Archery Ireland and joined Dolmen Archers

in Carlow. Little did I think then how it would

end up enthralling me and sending me off on

a tangential journey that I’m embracing more

and more. At the Presentation College in

Graiguecullen, County Carlow where Dolmen

Archers hold their club night on a Tuesday, I

started off with the 80cm FITA face at 18m.

Now having been practicing the IFAA 20-yard

indoor rounds for several weeks beforehand

in helping a friend prep for an upcoming

competition, I found that I settled into this

distance reasonably comfortably, not that I

was great at it or anything like that. And so

therefore my interest was piqued. The

shooting calendar was still fairly quiet and

there happened to be an upcoming bit of

March mania in the form of a double WA18

jointly hosted by Cuchulainn Archers and

Dundalk Institute of Technology at the DKIT

Sport center in Dundalk. Not having the

faintest idea of what to expect, I registered.

The guys at Dolmen Archers were very

helpful in providing me with guidance, a rule

summary, some coaching and shooting line

tips. Thank-you Pat Lyons and Ronan Wall.

The legendary Jim Conroy had also been

pushing his legendary patience to its’ limits in

his endeavors to make a semi-decent archer

out of me. I am not an easy student, stubborn,

not prone to listening or paying attention and

immensely fond of doing the opposite of

what I’m told. Arriving at DKIT, I recognized

some faces from the previous IFAA indoor

shoot in Craigavon some weeks previous. The

DKIT center is an impressive venue. Just off

the N52 from the M1 this is a modern, well-

laid out, not to mention enormous, facility

catering for many indoor pursuits. From the

main entrance it was a good 5 to 8-minute

brisk walk  to  where  the  competition  would 

take place at the other end of the building. I had

pre-registered so arriving at the desk outside the

shooting arena I was greeted by Eamonn and

Christina Rogers who had my scorecard and line

position already prepared. My shooting partner was

to be Ann Marie Murray aka, Smiler, of Cuchulainn

Archers. Entering the arena, the targets were being

erected    and     the     bleeper    was    being   tested. 

On the ground in front of the shooting line, about half-way along the floor was a large digital

display that would serve not just as a count-down timer but to indicate which archer pair were to

step to the shooting line for each subsequent end of 3. There would be groups of four archers for

four faces, archer A, archer B, archer C and archer D. Two archers at a time would shoot their

ends of 3. The shooting order would be AB then CD then CD then AB then AB etc. Being a Double

FITA 18, this would mean 120 arrows in total, so 2 rounds of 60 arrows at 30 arrows per set, 10

ends of 3. The archer would have the choice of the  40cm target  face or  the  vertical  triple  face. 

I was expecting this to be very much like the 20 yard indoor

IFAA round however on reading the rules it important to

avoid any complacency in paying attention to the many

differences, like no-face crossover at the end of a set and if

you drop an arrow, you must not retrieve it no matter how

close it is. You can shoot your spare arrow instead. The

archer also needs to mark arrow locations on the face with a

pen before retrieving so that in the event of a bounce back

the hole with no mark is logged in the scoresheet. In the

IFAA rounds a bounce-back is regarded as a target failure

and so another shot is granted.

I was shooting bare bow. Again, there are many similarities

in the bow requirements between that of IFAA and IA.

However again one needs to watch out for the subtle

differences if exploring both disciplines. For example, under

IFAA rules you can use a draw-check device (providing it

doesn’t extend above the arrow). Under IA rules so such

device is permitted at all. It’s such little things that could

catch one out.

Anyway, the rounds got underway. There is a strict

adherence to the time and line discipline. There’s two

minutes to shoot an end 3 of arrows. You will get a warning

beep 30 seconds of the end of the time slot. If you do not

shoot all your arrows within the allotted time, no mercy. As

this was a record round there was an independent judge

from Archery Ireland to oversee proceedings. At the end of

the first round we broke for lunch. On returning, it’s not so

much that I was getting tired, I was a bit, but I started to

ponder the kind of physical and mental discipline one needs

to settle into if doing these competitions on a regular basis.

This is an aspect I’m hoping to explore and return to in

greater detail.

Prior to and throughout the competition I was laying on a

barrage of questions to those unfortunates nearby. I owe a

big thanks therefore to Neil Keeble, Ann-Marie Murray,

Christy Banks, Claudia Heinze and Eamonn Rogers. 
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As one travels to different shoots and meets

archers of various persuasions and affiliations

you can often get a sense of some of their

feelings and views on the various disciplines

out there. Unfortunately, some opinions can

be quite judgmental if not sometimes

bordering on the disparaging which is

unfortunate because each avenue has so

much to offer different archers depending on

their abilities and preferences.

I rapidly found with World Archery, and

therefore Archery Ireland, there is a physical,

mental and technical intensity involved in

preparing for and taking part in a

competition. What I mean by that is

everything is put to the test, simultaneously,

sometimes to the precipice of breaking. This

very quickly became for me an unexpected

exhilarating personal challenge. 

As I write this, I have just

completed the 2-day

Senior Pre-Season

Double 720 hosted by

Harbour House Archery

Club, Athy. I won’t chat

about that now as there’s

a bit of a journey to it

and I want to properly

acknowledge it and those

involved.

Subsequently, I have

fallen for this avenue of

archery in a big way and

have just returned from

the 2022 Irish Open

Field Championships at

Dargle Valley, hosted by

Wicklow Archers. More

on that below. 

Compound - 50+ Men, L-R Hugh Murphy (AAC Athboy), John Keenan (Cuchulainn Archers), 
Christy Banks (Cuchulainn Archers).

Tired but happy.
 

Compound – Men,
Eamonn Rogers

Barebow (the
best) –
Women, Left:
Claudia
Heinze.
Right: Ann
Marie
Murray. Barebow men,

seniors. Centre:
Michael Higgins 1st.
Right: Neil Keeble
3rd. Left: A fly in

the ointment…2nd.
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And so therefore, the finale for this month

(‘bout time, I hear some of you say!).

Sometimes on returning from an event,

competition or even meeting someone, one

can be afflicted with the mental wranglings of

trying to remember and capture so much of

the experience for transcription. There is in

essence often an overburden of information

and one can worry about missing out on one

the many fine details that made the

experience so special. Well if ever such an

internal personal struggle was pushed to the

limit it was on my return journey from the

Archery Ireland Open Field Championships

as hosted by Wicklow Archers. It’s one thing

covering a competition which I thoroughly

love on so many levels. This however was a

whole other dimension to the field of

archery. This absolutely was not just a

competition. This was an all-round

experience, perhaps even something

approaching a pure definition of what

archery should and eventually must be about. 

As well as being the championships this was,

notwithstanding league shoots and practice sessions,

the first competition hosted by Wicklow Archers since

the beginning of lock-down. I have been following the

meticulous and dedicated work gone into the

development of the clubhouse over the last number of

weeks. And this is where I must start my story because

early on, I noticed there was something about this

project that for me captured a magnificent solidarity,

a camaraderie, an appreciation and love of company,

friendship and a shared passion. Having been relying

on the nearby lodge and a horsebox for a base and, in

preparation for the upcoming championships and the

steady return of archers to the field, works began in

early April on upgrading the clubhouse and facilities.

That this work was undertaken while simultaneously

juggling another group of new beginners, running

their field league and taking registrations for the field

championships gives pause for thought. The site was

cleared, and levelled, new picnic tables were built, and

target faces pasted on the range back-stops.

Throughout  April  the work never stopped. The

gravel was  imported  and levelled, the  plinths   set-

up  for the new   clubhouse,    the    existing    storage 

container cleared and re-arranged while a new wooden storage shed for the range was delivered and
assembled.

Then on the 19th. April the new clubhouse arrived. Using a combination of their own funding, grants,
sponsorship, local business and members support, work continued unabated. This spot would
eventually serve as the administration office, medical and break / congregation hub.

Crown Paints donated the paint for the new club house, storage shed and container area. The grand
opening was on the 30th. of April, with music, food, archery fun shots, and an almost carnival like
atmosphere pervading the cozy canopied enclosure despite the rain.
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And so, the tone was set for how I believed I

would perceive this club nestled in the

captivating Dargle Valley under the watchful

eye of the Great Sugarloaf. I would not be

disappointed, quite the opposite in fact on so

many levels. As I type I can only hope I’ve

enough time to try and clumsily, hurriedly

capture and portray the essence of my

experience here, because as mentioned

before, this turned out to be not just a

competition.

So, moving on to the Championships and the

intense weekend of shooting that would

entail. To give the full and proper title this

was the Irish Open Field Championships

hosted by Wicklow Archers (WWA) at their

Dargle Valley Field Course, Tinnahinch,

Enniskerry, Co. Wicklow. This was a two-day

event on a world record status course. The

course itself was designed by Rohan O'Duill

of Wicklow Archers. Rohan and his team

deserve huge credit for creating what turned 

Blue for the Barebow, U18 Recurve and U18

Compound;

Red for the Recurve and Compound;

Yellow for the U18 Barebow.

out to be an exemplary, standard setting reflection of

a course incorporating the required challenges in

aiming and shooting as the tradition of the discipline

required. The physical and mental limit of the archer

was intensely tested but never broken. Using every

possible aspect of the terrain this truly was a

reflection of very finely tuned and honed course

setting skills. Without delving too much into the

technicalities, the course, with three arrows shot per

target, was a combination of marked and unmarked

distances. This was the way for both days with some

subtle adjustments made for the Sunday. There were

four coloured pegs at varying distances to reflect the

shooting locations of archers of different styles. 

The shooting pegs were of different colours,

corresponding to each group of categories as follows:

There was a white peg for the younger competitors.

The faces comprised the 80cm, 60cm, 40cm faces and

20cm (*3) bunnies all of 1-point to 6-point rings, the 6

being also the center spot.
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Registration kicked off at 08:30am. Listings

of the respective names, groups, affiliations

and clubs along with their starting pegs had

been printed and erected on target boss

stands beside the club house. A steady stream

of coffee and tea had been established. The

score cards were distributed and

subsequently filled in with names, bow styles

and the usual details.

Before getting underway we had the

obligatory inspection by the judges of all the

equipment including spares and accessories

that each archer intended to use during the

competition, including things like binoculars

and even finger tabs.

Then when that was completed we mustered

at the entrance to the range and this is where

things really started to get interesting. Laid

out on the grass were numbered pegs

representing the starting target number for

each group. Once competitors had found

their pegs and correspondingly their group

shooting partners we waited while the 

organisers gathered on the adjacent mound. We were

then welcomed by Tom Fox, Wicklow Archers Club

President who extended thanks not only to those who

made the journey but to his own dedicated team for

the work they put in bringing this venture to fruition.

Rohan O'Duill then proceeded to give us what could

very much be termed a health and safety briefing.

The three first-aiders were introduced, water bottle

stations were identified, and course etiquette was

emphasized.

And finally, the two independent Archery Ireland

Judges Barry Brophy and Peter Walsh outlined their

roles and responsibilities in supervising proceedings

and ensuring that the competition was conducted

according to the World Archery constitution and

rules. They covered everything from equipment

inspection to conduct and their responsibilities in

handling any potential disputes and queries.

L-R Peter Walsh Archery Ireland Judge, Rohan
O’Duill Wicklow Archers, Barry Brophy Archery

Ireland Judge and of the World Archery
International field & 3D judging committee.

 When that was finished, we were led out by both

judges breaking off to our respective starting points.

The whistle sounded and off we started. 

I was shooting with Neil Gordon of Ballyvalley

Archers, Stephen Kerr of Archery GB and Alessandro

Di Bella of Wicklow Archers, all of whom were fellow

barebow archers.

From early on indications were that this was going to

be no run-of -the-mill field round. Agreed that any

target can be positioned on inclines, declines, recesses

and at angles. A good course setter will toy with these

scenarios, read and get the best from the terrain as

presented to them while remaining considerate of the 

abilities and perhaps patience of the

archer. However, what was becoming clear

from this course as the day progressed was

that the limits of the archer were

constantly being tried, not to breaking

point of course, but certainly to levels

rarely encountered in the field. There was

not a single target that could be described

as having being positioned to solely lazily

adhere to the required distance alone.

Every one of them had incorporated an

element of the terrain and forest for

contension. The bunnies were located high

and low and at angles. The 80cm faces were

positioned at the bottom of slopes at the

clearing end of wooded areas or on the

other side of a gentle hill completely

disorientating your depth perception. The

40cm and 60cm faces provided a generous

mixture of both. The standing positions

were often a challenge too. Then there was

that one particular target, the one they talk

about, dread or eagerly anticipate. At the

bottom of what can nearly be described as a

shear drop of perhaps 25m was an 80cm

face, at such an angle one had to step up

close to the edge and peer almost directly

downwards to detect it. In the end from

checking the photos afterwards, it would

appear one needed to adopt no more than a

45-degree shooting angle. However, on top

of that slope the impression was presented

of almost shooting toward the ground.

The full gamut of 24 targets were shot, with

no break in between which was fine. We

gathered at the club house at about 4pm

where there was a BBQ in full swing. 

So, there it was that I took the opportunity

to meet and chat with some of the key

players. And this brings me to next

segment of my story and in many ways the

most challenging. 
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Because here I’m presented with pondering

how best to adequately portray the cheerful,

open, welcoming almost family like

atmosphere reverberating within and around

the clubhouse.

Some history of the club first Wicklow

Archers began life as two separate clubs:

Woodbrook Archery Club, which formed in

2001 in St. Brendan’s college, Bray; and

Garden County Archery Club, formed in

Wicklow town in 2006. In June 2012, the two

clubs combined to become Wicklow Archers.

Wicklow Archers has been the largest

Archery Club in Ireland for several years.

Their members excel in the organisation and

running of local, national and world scale

archery events.

The club ordinarily holds Wednesday night

indoor, and Sunday outdoor shoots and

competitions across a number of venues in

Wicklow, all around the

Bray/Greystones/Enniskerry area. This

includes regular training, field, target, and 3D

events across all disciplines of archery. Many

archers in the club have also gone on to

compete at both national and international

level.

Sitting there chatting to people I got to meet

Colm Griffin, not only of Wicklow Archers

but of his own Glencree Field Archery Club,

just down the road and deeper in the valley.

Colm is a true story teller, a boat-builder by

trade he has this knack of being able to slide

effortlessly from one tale to the next. I sat

there cradling my cooling coffee and

listened, completely enthralled. He offers

coaching at his club with a particular focus

on field-craft. He has kindly and very firmly

insisted we pay a visit and I’m so looking

forward to taking him up on his offer.

There was Padraic Donnelly, Tony Murphy, Shay

Fitzsimons, amazing characters passionate in their

pursuit radiating such a friendly warmth I felt so

much at ease, often not an easy thing for me to

achieve.

Colm Griffin, Wicklow Archers &
Glencree Field Archery Club, barebow.

 

Padraic
Donnelly,
Wicklow
Archers,

longbow. (Note
the tee-shirt and

watch that
space)

 

Tony Murphy, Wicklow Archers, Recurve.

Shay Fitzsimmons, Wicklow Archers,
barebow.
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I also had the pleasure of meeting Luke
Power and Grace Donnelly (Paraics’
daughter) of Wicklow Archery. They’re
engaged to be married. Sharing a passion
for archery and coaching they quickly
came to the realization of the support
vacuum encountered by so many
beginners particularly in the area of
equipment. An all too familiar and
increasingly regular discussion then
ensued on mismatched arrows and strings,
their quality and the impact this was
having on potential competitors. This is
where the conversation took a turn and
became quite interesting. Rather than
remain in the grumbling back-ground
shadows, Luke and Grace are endeavoring
to rectify this and the more I chatted  the 
 more  I  admired  them.  Luke is
venturing  into  area  of  wooden  arrow
making  and  not  just  solely  the
 fletching and    pointing      and       off-
you-go     bit. This is a ground-up project
where arrow shafts   are   brought   in   and  
spine  tested, tuned,      pointed        to     
 the       correct

This is a ground-up project where arrow shafts are
brought in and spine tested, tuned, pointed to the
correct FoC and fletched and not just stacked there
but to suit the needs of a specific archer who may
have approached them. 

They have their day jobs of course, and I could detect
the nervousness and perhaps a bit of uncertainty
about what they were embarking upon. However, for
me they represent a large part of what archery should
be about. They noticed a problem that archers were
having and they’re setting about helping them,
teaching themselves along the way, and that strikes a
personal chord for me for a number of reasons,
which I may expand on some other day. Then Grace
had to bring up strings and how she hoped to move
into that area too for the same reasons, and sure off
we went again going on about continuous loops and
Flemish twists, strand counts, serving padding, yada,
yada, yada! I do hope they contact me in the future if
they think I can be of any assistance. Their little
outfit is called ‘Archery Workshop’ because…..that’s
what it is. The very best of luck for the future Luke
and Grace.
thearcheryworkshop@gmail.com

Luke Power and
Grace Donnelly

That evening we pitched our tents nearby on the edge
of the course and kicked back, relaxing in the dusky
haze on the northern slope of the valley, the
Sugarloaf overlooking us from the other, Marion as
ever hard at work until late in a nearby poly-tunnel.
The deer came out to wander amongst the back-stops,
the cans cracked (except for me, don’t drink, long
story) and we pondered the tones and lyrics of The
Grateful Dead and the Rolling Stones as they drifted
across the air, competing with the evening birdsong
chorus. In the declining light, in the open, during the
pauses, subtle sobering reflections can creep in on the
evening contemplative wanderings of one. They can
touch like a pin or press like a weight depending on a
direction of thought and the effort then is to try and
acknowledge their presence and meaning without
succumbing to their imposition.

The following morning it was the exact same format.
The burca was set up, the coffee and tea started
flowing and the notice for the fresh groups was
attached to the club house door. I would be shooting
this time with Brendon Craig of Wicklow Archers,
barebow and Mark Cunningham, Wicklow Archers,
Recurve. Again, we gathered at the range entrance,
briefing, safety-talk and lead in. I had taken the time
to study a bit more the tolerances of the
distanceBrendon very kindly gave me a spare
laminated distance card. At the end of the second
round I was up 19 points on the previous day and I
was most happy with that.s for the differing target
faces and the coloured pegs. 

The difference made from an
understanding of and a bit of thought on
the distances while at the set position was
incredible and I’m itching to get back here
and put that further to the test.

That afternoon we gathered for the medal
presentations. Someone had made a dash
for ice-cream and that went down very well.
Tom presented the medals on the various
classes and divisions for Recurve,
Compound, Barebow, Instinctive and
Longbow. It’s interesting in that I think
nearly a third of participants were of the
Instinctive and Longbow classes, so perhaps
think about that a little bit. Everyone
received a commemorative pin too. I
encourage readers to go to the Wicklow
Archers facebook page for a perusal of the
photos. There are some fantastic shots there
courtesy of Gerry Edwards.

Particular credit is due to Tom Fox for
overseeing a successful event. It’s no small
feat carrying the final burden in bringing
something like this to fruition and that
there was such a communal effort from the
club in the preparation is testimony to his
leadership. It was my pleasure to help repay
the debt in some small way in the privilege
of taking part.

Tom Fox, Wicklow Archers, Club President.
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If you want to get more
information on Wicklow
Archers then you’ll find
them on Facebook where
Jane Ward the club PRO, and
a longbow shooter, does
incredible work in keeping
everyone up to speed on
works, events, competitions
and anything at all relevant
and still finding time to
shoot.

 Jane Ward, Wicklow
Archers, PRO.

Longbow

So, thank-you Wicklow Archers for
such a wonderful experience. it’s
clubs like yours that help maintain
for me anyway my faith in the
activity and in people too. Well
done.

One last thing, I have an e-mail
address now,
Stringfellow@journalist.com. So,
folks, feel free to send in photos,
anecdotes, corrections, updates
and event details. If it’s relevant to
you, it’s relevant to us. If you want
any of the TIFAM team to cover a
competition or do a piece on your
club or write about anything of
interest to our readers, then please
don’t hesitate to get in touch. 

Many, many thanks……

BAB Bluebell Arrowhead 21st 22nd May 2022

Ballyvally Archers Banbridge

Fee:

1 day Adults (18+) £12.00/€15   ##   1 day Under 18's £6.00/€10

2 day Adults (18+) £20.00/€25   ##   2 day Under 18's £10.00/€15

 

Awards:  will be made for all bow styles and age groups who shoot for

both days, according to the number of entries. 

Round: WA Arrowhead 24 targets, Saturday Unmarked, Sunday

Marked.  

Practice: 09:30 am

Assembly:  10:15 am

Closing: 21:00  Wednesday 18th May (Late entries may be waitlisted)

Venue

Whyte's Estate, Loughbrickland, Co.Down, BT32 3NH 

Entry: All entrants must be members of Archery GB or a World

Archery affiliated organisation. 

Practice: Bosses will be available from earliest registration at 9:30. 

Assembly: 10:15 (shooting at 10:30)

This Shoot is World Archery Arrowhead Status

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfyPJqZD_-_z_ra_iw_4nZe-1PlllBBq9CsWhEju3E418oFMA/viewform?fbclid=IwAR0N7S5F9D5AO4AkqyzvGYOjNYJcDFR5XXUg14oXYo7m_B8tp6w_0L3jwYM
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ON
HORSEBACK
WITH A BOW

 
By Michelle Jay

intense work. We used resistance bands of

various strengths to further warm the muscles

involved in shooting, mimicking the draw and

release and simulating the positions used

whilst executing different shots. Then we were

handed two tennis balls each and told to throw

and catch them, working on co ordination. We

could also use exercise balls to balance on if

we  needed  more  of   a  challenge.  Strangely, 

On horseback with a bow By Michelle Jay

REPORTAGE FROM THE TRAINING
CAMP AT THE SLIEVE AUGHTY CENTRE 
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I didn’t feel the need to push myself harder, I

was already struggling to catch them and not

end  up  throwing  them   all  over  the  place.

I recently attended the All Ireland Horse Archery

Training camp at the Slieve Aughty centre near

Loughrea, Co Galway.

Whilst training sessions have been hosted here since

2019, this was the first camp on a larger scale hosted

by Horseback Archery Ireland and the occasion

brought together archers and riders from all over

Ireland.

The programme for the three day camp(2-4th April)

included both mounted and ground archery sessions,

dynamic balance training, horse training workshops

and lectures covering diverse topics such as mental

training, types of competition and even salient points

to consider when choosing appropriate tack.

The camp was organised and delivered by Andrew 

 Ó Donnghaile a committee member of HAI and

qualified Club coach, certified by the British

horseback archery association. He is also an actively

competing mounted archer, who has competed in

the UK, France, Hungary, Spain, Poland, Iran,

Mongolia, Korea, Jordan and America. As a lifelong

equestrian it is no surprise that he is passionate and

knowledgeable about horses and training, and

understands the bond and trust that horse archery

requires and fosters. The horse and the rider must

trust  each   other   and  communicate   effectively  to 

facilitate the safe and accurate journey of each arrow.

Andrew focuses on training both horse and rider

through all stages of proficiency, assessing each horse

and rider separately and together.

The ground archery session commenced with a

thorough warm-up. We used long sticks to stretch

our shoulders and upper bodies, twisting and

lengthening  our  muscles   in   preparation  for  more 

With 6 y/o Connemara 'Cricket' from Tracie Burroughs. Photo by Julius Brummelman. 
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With 7 y/o Connemara/Irish draught 'Bento'. Photo by Steve Maye. 
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Warm up completed, we retrieved our horse

bows and began shooting. We progressed

from large targets close up, to smaller close

range targets. The distances increased and

the size of the targets decreased as we

became comfortable. We practiced all of the

different shooting positions, back side,

front and off side. We then worked as a

group, moving and shooting to the rhythm

of a drum. This was a lot more complex

than you would imagine, I’ve never tried

this sort of  shooting  on  command  before.

The mounted session followed a similar

format. Warm ups involving the long sticks

and tennis balls encouraged the participants

to bend, stretch and balance. They also used

larger balls which were raised high, held out

and twisted from side to side. The riders

attempted a figure eight track in a variety

of gaits,  firstly without bows, and then

whilst shooting. The complexity of the track

really tested the riders control and

concentration. Everyone seemed very

satisfied with their progress during the

session.

After lunch, Andrew delivered a lecture

which covered some of the basics of training

your mind in conjunction with physical

training. He raised some very interesting

points, some of which would be applicable to

all competing archers, not just those on

horses. Different historic and modern tracks

and styles of horse archery were covered, as

well as combined weapon training on

horseback. The subject material was

fascinating and I’m sure this lecture could

have  continued  for  much  longer,  had  time 

permitted. Ó Donnghaile hopes that these

camps will become a regular fixture, in

addition to the regular training sessions he

currently runs, and that people of all abilities

will come along and learn together. Andrew

can also offer tailored sessions to suit your

needs, individual or group lessons in any area

of interest, be it horse training, archery or a

combination of these elements depending on

the individuals involved. Working in

conjunction with the Slieve Aughty centre,

well trained horses are available so there is

no excuse not to contact Andrew at

horsebackarcheryireland@gmail.com to go

and   try   this    exhilarating   sport.
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A moment of carrière with 7 y/o Hispano-Arab 'Saïd' from Julia Thut. Photo by Michelle Bradler. 
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This time, I thought I would write about something

that we all know and talk about between ourselves,

but very rarely do we set these debates in motion,

and it seems to me that we should finally do so.

The sport of archery is first and foremost a sport for

everyone, there are no age or physical limitations to

it, and the only constraints faced by archers are in

their minds. I won't go into detail here, further down

in the magazine you will read a great article by David

Mc Caffrey about tackling limitations. Today I would

like to address the one restraint that we all knew how

to handle and ought to deal with - regardless of age

or ability, everyone is perfectly equipped to address

this annoying phenomenon.

But let's start from the very outset… We all began out

once, each of us has learnt how to interact with our

fellow competitors - we operate here on many levels:

personal (including our sympathies and prejudices),

sporting  (at  club,   federation   and   inter-federation

 

By Marcin Malek
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with a physical manifestation. Whether it is the

overwriting of a score on a card or a more complex

operation designed to lead to victory such as using

unmarked arrows or pulling them before scoring, then

perhaps the most convoluted and, as far as psychology

is concerned, probably the catchiest of all the cases I

have come across: the inclusion in a group of

inexperienced and unaware archers, who can easily be

persuaded to favour the cheater or to take for granted

made-up rules.

This kind of action requires long-

term planning, observation and, if

not above all, the determination

at the strategic level. All previous

instances are based on the

impulse principle and are the so-

called deaf imperative of the will

- nothing more than an electrical

stimulus (short circuit in honesty)

appearing as quickly as they

vanish. Yes, these things are

harmful, but not that much so and,

what is important, they are easily

exposed. On the other hand, the

latest example has something of

the Machiavellian domain of

imagination and in a way is

admirable or rather astonishing

(admiration though is the

misnomer)…

capacity), and the most important, from our point of

view, the inner introvert dimension where exist

such manifestations as self-esteem (with sense of

pride and humiliation) the healthy and unhealthy

urge to compete, plus all those shadows compelling

man to shape the fate in his own fashion and to his

peril.

Oh no! There is no reason to get indignant! Each of

us in spirit knows what he is capable of and how far

he has come. However, it is not a question of

pointing the finger, that will not be here - I am

riveted by the anatomy of this process and that is

what I will try to discuss.

I have always been interested in the mechanism of

self-repression or denial of reality as well as models

to implement its imperatives in practice. I'm

thinking here of the transition of an idea into

physical form - for, as it’s not difficult to guess, in a

sport of  archery,  any  deception  (cheat) has  to  end 

The paradox 
of the 

superfluous man

By Marcin Malek

The paradox  of the  superfluous  man
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My particular interest is in its

mental repercussions. I once

read a remarkable dissertation

by Lev Shestov, "Dostoyevsky

and Nitsche", where the

author quite skilfully combined

features of the characters

from Dostoyevsky's novels and

dressed them up with the idea

of a superfluous man, whereas

Machiavellianism intertwined

with Nietsche's nihilism,

creating a terrible hybrid - an

individual deprived of all

fundamentals. Of course, we

understand that in our case it

is a generalisation, but the

framework of the imperative

remains the same - only the

scale differs. The superfluous,

invisible man is willing to do

anything for the world to see

and consider him necessary.

On a social scale, in a limited

environment, this type of

individual      makes      himself

The paradox  of the  superfluous  man
 

By Marcin Malek
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apparent rather seldom and is

easy to identify - but therein

lies the spurious rule, to make

oneself known while

maintaining a semblance of

honesty.

You say these are two mutually

exclusive planes… Perhaps?

But the superfluous man sees

the world through the prism of

his own weightlessness. Where

every defeat, every lost point

is like a festering wound on a

tormented soul. It is not so

much a mental condition as a

spiritual one. The world is full

of featherweight Raskolnikovs

who do not see themselves in

the mirror except as a spectre

of what they might have

become had it not been for the

world which seems to take no

notice of them. It is a tragedy,

or perhaps a giggle of fate,

that    the    more    the    world 
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By Marcin MalekThe paradox  of the  superfluous  man
 

ignores them, the more they try

to force it to take notice

through ever more intrusive

manipulation, which in effect

only reinforces the ostracism

and fosters transparency. Hence

the only possible means of

being reckoned with is

exposure.

It is a universal concept diagnosed a long time

ago and yet still valid at every level of

interpersonal relations, where the injured party

is not only the cheated but also the cheater,

since, after tallying up all the meshes of the

chain, the final is always the weakest one - thus

the cheater fools himself. No matter if it is a

misplaced foot, an extra arrow or an unaware

competitor, the principle is universal: to increase

the chances of winning and become visible on

the expense of the cheated party.

This socio-philosophical tirade of mine has

another bottom: I wonder why so few of us,

having finally spotted our deceiver, fail to

expose him to the rest? Perhaps out of ill-

conceived pity, or a reluctance to confront, or as

long as it doesn't involve ourselves (for the cheat

plays in different category) we simply don’t care?

Be that as it may, this is to our detriment , as this

kind of misplaced indifference encourages

cheating and distorts the sport.

There is a need for regular

education at a basic level, a

reminder of the rules and a

clarification of the consequences in

case of violation. Unfortunately, in

this regard, every sign of weakness,

every omission, only emboldens

the perpetrator, so to speak, by

adding wind to the sails of

deception. 

This is, in my view, such an

essential and common occurrence

that it should be dealt with by a

committee. The instructors and

coaches, as well as the governing

bodies of the clubs where this is

identified, should also have a say in

the matter. I believe it is time to

institute outright censorship on

this issue, eliminating cheating at

competitions once and for all. I

hope that my very general

statement on this matter will spark

a productive discussion. We look

forward to your voices and articles

- send them to editor@tifam.news
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The major advantage of the

new venue was that it was

private land, which has two

positives for field courses, one

being, there will be no members

of the public to stray onto the

courseand with an absence of

paths, it created a more natural

shooting environment. We were

surrounded by young trees,

thus a blue sky and bright sun

stayed over us the whole time.

To an edge of the course a lake

was evident by the reeds and

for many targets we shot under

the high-pitched calls of

jackdaws, or the sharp

melodies of chaffinches and

blue tits. A few targets in on day

one, and we were graced by

the soar of a buzzard,

highlighted by the sun and vivid

sky.

    n the 23rd and 24th of April, Ballyvally Archers

Banbridge hosted the Carraig Wood 3D, another of

their great 3D rounds held on a brand-new venue.

“This was a great opportunity to bring archers

together from all over Ireland and provide them

with the opportunity to shoot a new venue. It proved

a challenging course for most, but I think everyone

would agree, with, Marion Patterson, Ballyvally

Tournament Officer that, “’the craic was mighty’.”

Ballyvally has a history of ‘deviousness’ with the

placement of their 3Ds, especially, where their rather

unique hunting trail rounds are concerned.

Naturally, I was looking forward to a weekend of

stretching my abilities, culminating in a score that I

know I will have worked hard for.

In recent years there has been a desire to enhance 3D

courses and hold more of this challenging type of

round in the north of Ireland, between Ballyvally

and Lough Cuan Bowmen – especially since the sad

loss of Banbridge Archers’ outdoor venue prior to

Covid. Ballyvally has invested a great deal in

delivering ambitious and fun 3D shoots, from exotic

targets to cunning target placements – their tiger is

one many look forward to meeting from the

shooting side of a distance peg.
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The Carraig Wood 3D

With perfect weather, a challenging course in a great new location and, finally, the
chance to mix again with old friends this was a golden archery experience. I wish I had

shot both days.” – Mike Leckey, Lough Cuan Bowmen member

Photo by Matt Latimer

An exciting prospect of a new venue is simply that

you cannot anticipate what the course will be like.

Whilst many clubs do a fantastic job restructuring

courses and targets to keep things challenging, there

is no frame of reference for a new course – the

imagination can run wild, as you try to determine

the ‘deviousness’ of the course planner and hope

they were in a good mood during the set up. From

personal experience, I knew there would be a tiger

somewhere, and more than likely, my own nemesis,

the SRT hare: a stout, threateningly slender target

that always does its best to embarrass me.

Matt Latimer
 

The Carraig Wood 3D

Photo by Matt Latimer
The entries were very encouraging, with sixty-two

registered for the weekend, with many coming up

from the south of Ireland, with many traditional

archers sporting flatbows. As appears to be the

standard, for archery competitions, the atmosphere

was somewhere between jovial and relaxed, as

archers registered, set up their bows and took a few

warmup shots on the practice targets. One of the

more surprising aspects of the weekend was being

assigned to a group of archers I have never shot with

before, breaking away from the four or five other

traditional folk who I would always be shooting and

searching for arrows with – for the first time in

years. One of the great strengths of archery is the

friendship and camaraderie that develops amongst

archers, and of course, the company as always was

cheery and from the outset it was clear that Marcus,

Ian, Colm and – on day two – David, while serious

about their archery, were   also    obviously   there   

 to    enjoy    themselves.

Photo by Matt Latimer
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For the first time this year I had sun-cream in my quiver pack and needed it!

Jackets soon came off on day one and come day two where not even taken onto

the course. That said, the Texan in our group, Marcus did remark that, “this is

November where I come from.”

From speaking with the tournament officer and judges beforehand, they kept

emphasising how “tight” the course was. However, from spending both days on

it, the compact nature to it was never felt by myself. My dad, remarked

afterwards, that from the second day alone, he had done only five thousand

steps. To get twenty-four 3Ds, in tandem with twenty-four challenging and

inventive shots into this area shows the experience and talent of Ballyvally

archers. It is never enough to just place targets around the course, but the role of

the tournament officer and setup team to ensure that deviousness, complexity

and creativity are applied.

Not far in, on day one, myself, shooting first with an English longbow I call

Gwynedd, looked to a standing roe deer, and with absolute confidence I shot my

first arrow only to see it go high and hit the cover behind. Worse, my second

arrow did the exact same. This, however, was followed up by my three

companions doing the exact same, each missed a shot, and hit precisely the same

spot on the coverwith an exception from Colm and Marcus who each managed a

single arrow on target. What looked far away was in fact, not nearly as far as we

had perceived or judged. The course layer had done their job well.

Matt Latimer
 

The Carraig Wood 3D
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Whist  there were no severe s lopes on the course,  the course

layers  took ful l  advantage of  r ises  and fal ls  and ditches  for  most

every target .  The black panther was a  scene from a wildl i fe

documentary,  on the top of  a  bank,  with archers  shooting

through a  gap in the trees ,  framing the target  with shadowy

branches that  contrasted against  the bright  open spot  where the

panther was placed.  The branches a lso served to hide much of

the middle ground and made distance est imation very diff icult .

A beaver on day one,  switched to a  bedded deer on day two,  was

elevated by a  bank that  served to hide the middle ground again.

But ,  to  take the prize for  shot  of  the weekend was the owl ,

perched in the centre of  a  tree that  had spl i t  into three growing

trunks,  the shot  was as  narrow as  the 3D with the third trunk

serving as  a  backstop behind i t .

As  I  mentioned previously,  the weekend set  up by Bal lyval ly ,

gave myself  and many others ,  the opportunity to stretch our

abi l i t ies  and feel  good about  every point  gained,  nor feel  that

any arrows were broken or  lost  in  vain.  This  was  another

successful  competit ion for  Bal lyval ly  Archers  to  place among

their  accolades .

Photo by Bill Latimer Photo by Bill Latimer
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                                               are delighted to host the Irish Open

3D Championships again this year.

We are looking forward to welcoming you to our NEW

VENUE at Coolbawn Woods. As always we promise to bring

spectacular scenery along with the wonders that mother

nature throws at us combined with a fantastic archery

experience.

Slaney Archers
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ENTRIES CLOSE -Tuesday 31st May.

ENTRY FEES- Senior/Master 1 day -

€20 & 2 day - €30  Underage- 1 day

€15 & 2 day - €20

Gates will open at 9.30 on day one

and day 2. STRICTLY NO ENTRY TO

VENUE BEFORE THIS TIME.

PAY

HERE
ENTRIES ARE NOT

VALID UNTIL

PAYMENT IS MADE VIA

THE SUMUP LINK

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScDzd0LpCx2OIo6BlBKbpMbf92rRBzVG_Pnx0ATgDJhsxzftg/viewform
https://slaney-archers.sumup.link/category/irish-open-3d-championship
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScDzd0LpCx2OIo6BlBKbpMbf92rRBzVG_Pnx0ATgDJhsxzftg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScDzd0LpCx2OIo6BlBKbpMbf92rRBzVG_Pnx0ATgDJhsxzftg/viewform
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScDzd0LpCx2OIo6BlBKbpMbf92rRBzVG_Pnx0ATgDJhsxzftg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScDzd0LpCx2OIo6BlBKbpMbf92rRBzVG_Pnx0ATgDJhsxzftg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScDzd0LpCx2OIo6BlBKbpMbf92rRBzVG_Pnx0ATgDJhsxzftg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScDzd0LpCx2OIo6BlBKbpMbf92rRBzVG_Pnx0ATgDJhsxzftg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScDzd0LpCx2OIo6BlBKbpMbf92rRBzVG_Pnx0ATgDJhsxzftg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScDzd0LpCx2OIo6BlBKbpMbf92rRBzVG_Pnx0ATgDJhsxzftg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScDzd0LpCx2OIo6BlBKbpMbf92rRBzVG_Pnx0ATgDJhsxzftg/viewform
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScDzd0LpCx2OIo6BlBKbpMbf92rRBzVG_Pnx0ATgDJhsxzftg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScDzd0LpCx2OIo6BlBKbpMbf92rRBzVG_Pnx0ATgDJhsxzftg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScDzd0LpCx2OIo6BlBKbpMbf92rRBzVG_Pnx0ATgDJhsxzftg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScDzd0LpCx2OIo6BlBKbpMbf92rRBzVG_Pnx0ATgDJhsxzftg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScDzd0LpCx2OIo6BlBKbpMbf92rRBzVG_Pnx0ATgDJhsxzftg/viewform
https://slaney-archers.sumup.link/category/irish-open-3d-championship
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It was exciting for me to realise a dream of learning to

shoot a bow. To attend competitions and travel the

country. I have euphoric childhood memories that

archery is solely responsible for. The sport was key in

my early development, and it got me through those

topsy turvy teenage years. It is an aspect of my life I am

privileged to have.

Archery also had another effect on me. It was calming to

my mind. A distraction from anxiety which I suffered

from almost constantly and to this day it still rears its

ugly head from time to time. I liken this distraction

when   shooting    a    bow    to    a   kind   of   meditation.

For as long as I have been shooting a bow, I have often

pondered the mental side of the sport. To me it is

certainly far more important than simply good form

gets results. Sure, form is something all archers should

work on and seek coaching on, but it is the mental

strength of the archer where the battle is truly won or

lost.

I am sure you all have become aware of this in your

own archery. That bad shot which somehow

guarantees the next six shots will also be bad. Or the

great round when you know you’re going to shoot a

new personal best only to ruin it on the last arrow. It

wasn’t the other archers that threw you off your

game. You may be competing against them for

points on paper but, the real competition comes

from your own  inner  thoughts  and  state  of  mind.

My first hard lesson in this came when I was
about 16 years old. I had placed second in my
category at the indoor national
championships shooting the FITA indoor
format and later got the opportunity to try
out for the European champs and had to
shoot in competition in front of the then
national coach Tom Shakespeare.

Prior to this moment however, I was already
aware of a problem. I didn’t know what the
cause of the problem was, but it was very
real. My coach in Limerick Archers at the
time referred to it as “Gold Shyness”. Later, I
would understand this to be target panic. 

For me the problem had manifested itself as
an inability to hold the sight pin on the Gold. I
would at full draw end up with the pin
higher than the gold and struggle to drop
the pin down. A sense of anxiety would come
over me and once the sight pin landed on
the gold spot I would let fly instantly.

Now you can cope with a certain amount of
target panic and even score reasonably well,
but you will not succeed at the highest level
unless you develop the mental strength to
take control over your shot. That is really
where the difference lies between the elite
archer and the average archer.

David Mc Caffrey The toxophilite chronicles

By David Mc CaffreyBy David Mc CaffreyBy David Mc Caffrey

ALL IN THE MINDALL IN THE MINDALL IN THE MIND
   

hope you enjoyed a nice Easter since

the last edition and stuffed your faces

with chocolate eggs. I have fond

memories  of   archery   in  the  1980’s. 

So back to my faithful day at the European qualifiers.

The night before at our club practice session I had

shot my personal best and all my clubmates and

coach were rooting for me. There were plenty of

rivals from the other clubs whom I had gotten to

know on the circuit who were fantastic archers, and I

knew I’d have my work cut out for me.

We got to the venue and setup. Drank tea and chatted.

Then warmed up. Tom’s presence was noticeable, and

the atmosphere of this shoot was unlike anything I

had experienced before. A sense of “this is it, now or

never” prevailed.

I shot the warmup shots well and felt good. The

whistle blew for the first archers to approach the line.

I stepped up and nocked the first arrow of my

qualifying round. At the same moment the national

coach stood only a few yards back from the line

behind me and watched on. I immediately started to

overthink this, and that anxiety kicked in bad. Right in

front of Mr. Shakespeare I shot my first arrow and

missed the target completely hitting the wall to the

left. The arrow was destroyed along with my fragile

teenage ego. I will never forget it.

That arrow ended my interest in competitive archery,

and it set me on a path which later saw me quit

archery in the years after I left college.

I found another hobby in the interim years between

giving up archery and rediscovering it again in the

form of 3D and field archery. That hobby was flying

radio control model airplanes.

Now what on earth has that got to do with archery

psychology? I hear you say. Well, as it turned out the

owner of the land where the club flew these planes

was a lecturer in psychology and one day he was in

the clubhouse as I was making a cup of tea and we

started chatting. He asked me what I was thinking

about while flying a model plane. 
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It takes 8 to 10 minutes for the fuel to run low so

that is the limit of the flight’s duration.

I thought about this for a few seconds and then

answered “Nothing”.

He smiled and said “good”. Then he drew a line on a

piece of paper and explained why.

Above: The present moment “Now” moving along the timeline, where our mind loves 
to be.

 Did you ever watch a child play? He asked.

Of course! I replied.

Well, he said a child’s mind only knows one

place to be. That is the present moment. A

child doesn’t fret about the events of yesterday

or tomorrow. Adults on the other hand do that

constantly and your mind doesn’t like it.

“Imagine the vertical line is moving along the

horizontal line in time and it represents the

present moment. When you fly the model

plane your mind exists on that vertical line. It

forgets the past and future and returns to that

childlike state. Your mind is focussed only on

the task of flying the plane which means all

else is forgotten. Essentially this is as good as

thinking of nothing”.

This instantly resonated with me, and I remembered

my target panic problems in archery. At full draw

my mind was anything but childlike. It was fraught

with overthinking and anxiety.

If you subscribe to the teachings of Joel Turner who

is the founder of an archery coaching business called

Shot IQ (look him up online), you  will  be  aware  of 

can’t  make it  to their  anchor point and

stop short  about an inch from their  face

snap shoot way short  of  reaching anchor

reach anchor and then creep forward

drop the sight pin into the gold and

release at  the same time

Freeze when the sight pin is  just  below or

just  above the gold.

the idea that  our basic instinct  to brace for

impact is  at  the core of why we develop

target  panic.  That moment when we f l inch

at the sound of a  loud bang is  a  symptom of

that .  According to Joel ,  our mind starts  to

develop a subconscious routine that  causes

the shot to break before we are ready.  So,  in

a target  panic situation you might see

archers who,

These are precursors to the shot breaking. Our

subconscious has formed these little habits to

prepare itself for the loud bang so to speak. It is why

once we reach this point in the shot cycle that we

automatically release without being in control.

For me, when I shoot a barebow without the clicker I

will hit my anchor and immediately creep forward

about an inch. I can’t draw the bow back to anchor

once this happens. It is as though the bow is now

350lb and not 35lb. I will release knowing I have no

solid anchor point. This is essentially a collapsed

shot. I have no alignment, anchor or back tension

and I am not in control. It feels like someone else

made the shot.

So how does an archer overcome this seemingly

natural process of letting the subconscious mind

hijack our own control over the shot. To be honest I

am still only exploring this for myself but here is

what I have learned so far.

For me the first thing is to be honest with yourself.

Like an addict who needs to overcome a

dependency on a drug, the first step is admitting

there is a problem. Our ego is the reason we refuse

to admit this problem. Take a video of your own

shooting. Look objectively and impartially at your

form and be honest. Get someone else to look at

you’re shooting and be open to their observations.

Don’t get offended.

The next trick for me was to practice

with a specific focus on overcoming my

target panic. There are a few

recommended methods for achieving

this and plenty advice online. My advice

is do what works for you and try get a

coach to help you. Online advice is

fraught with bullshit.

I don’t like blank bale shooting to be

honest. I have tried it and no matter how

long I shoot at a bale with no target I will

instantly revert to target panic when I

am in the forest aiming at a 3D. It’s the

aiming at a target part that gets to me.

So, I decided to train using an aiming

drill instead. This involves aiming

deliberately at a target, holding the point

of the arrow on the spot for a few

seconds and then letting down the bow.

Repeat the process until the anxiety of

holding the pin or arrow point on target

eases. You can go for 100 shot cycles

doing this without firing a shot. And

repeat 100 times if necessary. After a

while you will develop a conscious

awareness throughout the shot. A

determination from the beginning of the

shot through to the end that you will do

it the right way. 
Above: difficult to see but looking closely you’ll see a

slight creep.
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The practice of letting down can’t be stressed enough in

archery. It is in my opinion the single most effective skill

you  should   master  to  improve  your  form  and   scores.
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I basically tell myself before each shot that I will reach

my anchor point and I will hold the arrow point on

target until I am ready to shoot. I imagine what my

shot will feel like, and I try my best to do just that. At

full draw I relax and try to stay calm as the arrow

point rests on my chosen gap. I become aware that I

am not at anchor, and I deliberately talk myself

through that part of the shot. The anxiety passes if I

can reach anchor and hold steady for just a second or

two on target.

The other thing I did was buy a target recurve with

sights and a clicker as I knew from back in the day

that the clicker would help me calm down. Also

training on the form required to shoot an Olympic

recurve setup helps a lot when working on control

and it is all transferable to the barebow or bow hunter

recurve category in 3D. For that matter it helps an

archer shoot any bow style better. The caveat here is

that I was trained from the outset to shoot a target

Olympic style recurve. So if you have never shot this

type of bow or learned the rhythm and technique to

shoot with a sight and clicker then this may not help

you initially. The fact is however that learning to use a

clicker genuinely helps with target panic and if you

can transfer the mental process of shooting the

Olympic recurve to your barebow or trad bow then

you create a sort of mental clicker in your mind as

you shoot.

 Did it work?

Well, yes, in so far as it’s a work in progress. I still

struggle especially in 3D competition, but I enjoy

shooting  far  more   because  of this  “self-awareness”. 

And I have made improvements overall since making

a point of trying to overcome my target panic. Prior

to that I was just letting fly and relying on the form I

had developed as a target recurve archer in my youth,

and a fair heaping of luck to boot. Followed

immediately by frustration as the arrow missed.

I have some good days and bad days as we all do but

my point is, don’t just accept your shooting as “just

how it is” or worse yet “there’s nothing wrong with

my shooting, I am an excellent archer”. If you are not

happy with how you are shooting for any reason, then

stop and ask yourself seriously if you can do

something about it. The answer is of course you can.

Happy shooting!

As this is my last article I
want to wish you all the

very best and hopefully will
see you at the upcoming

shoots. Its been very
enjoyable writing for

TIFAM.

On behalf of the entire Editorial Team, we

wanted to thank David very much for an

exceptional journey and for sharing his writing

talent with our readers. As I have said many

times before, he has a remarkable ease with

the written word plus he is a born storyteller,

and as the old saying goes: talent does not

sleep in a blessed man, I am sure that you

will hear from David in time to come - the

sooner the better. 
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well, a place like any other, but in

truth, it's not just about the place, nor

the weather, nor the climate.

Today, especially today, after months

of pandemics, with heavy emotions

about what is happening around us

near and far, with the spiking costs of

living and the uncertainty of

tomorrow, these two words "Valley

Bowmen" suddenly take on a

completely different meaning.

Looking at the history of the club,

seeing it today and remembering

what it was once like, you will

understand what I mean when I call it

a bridgehead of hope.

With time (or maybe I had it always

within me) I developed a strange

liking for this place so I tried to  go to 

as many of their shoots as I could, and I see that most of you are

doing the same now. So what has changed? Some new energy

infused this place and its people… This cannot be ignored, nor

can it be said that it is merely the will of chance. No... Oh no! In

my opinion, there are other forces and powers at work here -

will and hope with fortitude unleashed by the positive energy of

the club members who have turned a dream into reality and

given it the real shape of what they have made this place. Valley

Bownen is a dream come true, an example and a foothold of

hope for all those who want to follow a similar path, it is a

triumph of ambition over worry! Look for yourself: this is their

third event to break attendance records. I remember before the

pandemic when 15 to 20 archers used to turn up at Kilmeaden,

and today? 50, 60, and 70 people are the norm! Be that as it

may, it is a credit to the present committee and all the club

members. Thanks to their work, this elusive inner energy and

the brightness of the belief in a promising future, the archery

community may solidify over the unprecedented success of the

VB club - this is a textbook example of how to approach joint

social ventures. I think the Kilmeaden archers should be

watched closely, as this is certainly not their last word on the

development of the sport of archery.

And for those who have not yet visited VB I have a short piece
of advice: check the calendar, look on the map and set off, for as
Dave Mc Caffrey told me on Sunday, this is the kind of place
and the kind of people you should visit at least once a year!

f you asked what is

my recipe for a good

day I would

immediately say:

Valley Bowmen!

Many   might  answer: 
I

By Marcin Malek

A bridgeHead  of hope
 

Valley Bowmen Archery Club shoot
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Forest in Lougdaheen,
Kilmeaden is a unique place
in many ways, I would say it is
one of the most picturesque
locations you may ever visit in
Ireland. A tall alpine forest
covers the slope overlooking
the surrounding area. 
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Especially the southwestern
part of the woods, where
trees grow denser, shading
the surface, allowing the
boulders tossed here by the
hand of nature as early as the
last glaciation to develop a
thick coating of soft moss and
favour the growth of quaint
patches of ferns.
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And when you add to this
view, the Yellow Gorse
bushes, the subtle play of sun
rays shyly breaking through
the forest dome, along with
oxeye daisies scattered in the
lush grass among other
wildflowers you will
experience a unique scenery
– seen only here. 
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This particular location and natural advantages of the site
have been skillfully exploited by the course setters. It
must be said that the range is demanding, the slope of the
ground contributes to the degree of difficulty, which is
substantial. The targets are placed at maximum distances,
especially those in groups 3 and 2, but group 2 appears to
exceed in difficulty. The layout of the course seems to
favour the more technical categories, being rather
difficult for traditional archers, especially those in the
historical category or those using a long or flat bow.
Nevertheless, the overall impression of shooting at VB,
regardless of the category, is positive, if not a rewarding
experience in terms of completing a challenging
tournament. My fellow archers with whom I had the
opportunity to shoot this time turned out to be very helpful
and friendly and I wanted to thank them very much for a
nicely rounded day. As always at VB, the atmosphere was
full of energy and the weather was perfect, offering a
lovely spring setting, with sunshine and temperatures
rising from the early morning. Participants could enjoy a
hot coffee or tea with milk, confectionery lovers and
children could replenish their bodies with a wide
selection of bars in various shapes, sizes and
compositions. There were also muffins, favoured by my
daughter.
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All this, put together, gives
us a complete picture of the
competitions organised by
the Valley bowmen club. It
should be added that it is not
a unified picture, where
every event is measured in
the same bills. In this
respect our colleagues from
VB are as unpredictable as a
hurricane, their vision of
what it is to organise a shoot
and to influence the
community does not end with
one day but carries far into
the future, which - I don't
know about you - but I am
very keen to see and be a
part of.
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The first 100 3D was held in 2014 which was DundbrodyThe first 100 3D was held in 2014 which was Dundbrody
Archers 10th birthday. They wanted to celebrate theArchers 10th birthday. They wanted to celebrate the
anniversary in some special way, so they came up with ananniversary in some special way, so they came up with an
idea to mark it with kind of unprecedented/spectacularidea to mark it with kind of unprecedented/spectacular
shoot. The idea took shape after Mark Daly and Martinshoot. The idea took shape after Mark Daly and Martin
Moylan returned from a 3d shoot in Borders course inMoylan returned from a 3d shoot in Borders course in
Scotland.Scotland.    

The first tournament was attended by archers from Ireland,The first tournament was attended by archers from Ireland,
both North and South, as well as guests from England,both North and South, as well as guests from England,
Denmark and Iceland.Denmark and Iceland.

The 100 3D as Clodagh Nolan refers to it is now very much anThe 100 3D as Clodagh Nolan refers to it is now very much an
international tournament growing in popularity "as weinternational tournament growing in popularity "as we
have since had archers from Scotland, Wales, England,have since had archers from Scotland, Wales, England,
Holland, Austria, France and Germany to name a few attendHolland, Austria, France and Germany to name a few attend
the shoot. We have had interest from Australia and Chinathe shoot. We have had interest from Australia and China
but covid has certainly hampered travel.but covid has certainly hampered travel.

It is the only shoot that we know of that offers 100 3d's bothIt is the only shoot that we know of that offers 100 3d's both
days, and the fun factor are definitely the main attractions.days, and the fun factor are definitely the main attractions.
We already have archers from abroad who have been with usWe already have archers from abroad who have been with us
before registered for this years competition.before registered for this years competition.

We plan to improve and make this competition bigger andWe plan to improve and make this competition bigger and
better over the next few years as long as Covid takes a backbetter over the next few years as long as Covid takes a back
seat."seat."

  

THE ONE AND ONLYTHE ONE AND ONLY

DUNBRODYDUNBRODYDUNBRODY
3D3D100100

mailto:dunbrodyarchers1003d@gmail.com
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Hi, Aishlinn and Olivia, here, we are both twelve andHi, Aishlinn and Olivia, here, we are both twelve and
part of the same club Black Castle Archers andpart of the same club Black Castle Archers and    theythey
recently had a shoot on the 1st of May. When werecently had a shoot on the 1st of May. When we
arrived, we both set up our bows and we headed over toarrived, we both set up our bows and we headed over to
the snack table to get something sweet. After that wethe snack table to get something sweet. After that we
were put into a group with Owen Reynolds, Dianewere put into a group with Owen Reynolds, Diane
Cummins & Ivan Cummins. We filled our quivers withCummins & Ivan Cummins. We filled our quivers with
DELICIOUS goodies and then we headed off into theDELICIOUS goodies and then we headed off into the
woods and started at target number eight. We thenwoods and started at target number eight. We then
began shooting when the whistle blew. Our favoritebegan shooting when the whistle blew. Our favorite
target was the white wolf which was target numbertarget was the white wolf which was target number
eight. At the end of the course it started to lash andeight. At the end of the course it started to lash and
when we got out of the woods everyone was standingwhen we got out of the woods everyone was standing
all bunched up under the small shelters waiting for theall bunched up under the small shelters waiting for the
last few drenched groups to arrive. There was alast few drenched groups to arrive. There was a
ceremony and a raffle and we both won first place. Inceremony and a raffle and we both won first place. In
the raffle we won an adorable wolf bag and we decidedthe raffle we won an adorable wolf bag and we decided
to share it and exchange it every time we meet. Weto share it and exchange it every time we meet. We
were so disappointed when we had to leave but we lookwere so disappointed when we had to leave but we look
forward to our next shoot. Altogether we had great funforward to our next shoot. Altogether we had great fun
and an amazing day.and an amazing day.  

OliviaOlivia Reynolds & Aishlinn Smee Reynolds & Aishlinn Smee  

  

Black castle Archery Shoot 1st of May 

 

Black Castle Archery ClubBlack Castle Archery Club  

Hi, I’m Aishlinn Smee and I’m twelve. I’m one of the members of Black Castle archers. Black castle is about threeHi, I’m Aishlinn Smee and I’m twelve. I’m one of the members of Black Castle archers. Black castle is about three
and a half years old. Black Castle is named after the castle at the top of the town. We shoot in the Premiere halland a half years old. Black Castle is named after the castle at the top of the town. We shoot in the Premiere hall
and in Kilrust Wood Sunday and Friday. Our club has lots of members of all ages and in fact we are the secondand in Kilrust Wood Sunday and Friday. Our club has lots of members of all ages and in fact we are the second
biggest club in SIFA. Our club has nearly every bow style. We have lots of fun all the time. We prefer to shoot inbiggest club in SIFA. Our club has nearly every bow style. We have lots of fun all the time. We prefer to shoot in
the woods. We love to go to competitions all over Ireland and meet lots of people. We love to go to overnightthe woods. We love to go to competitions all over Ireland and meet lots of people. We love to go to overnight
shoots as well. I can’t wait for the twoIreland shoots this year.shoots as well. I can’t wait for the twoIreland shoots this year.  

Aishlinn SmeeAishlinn Smee  
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T H ET H E
  W I L DW I L D   

C H A S EC H A S E

Two days of competition can drain
you both mentally and physically and
there are places where sweat, pain

and tears are the prices for that
fleeting experience of the triumph of

will over physicality with all its
weaknesses.

Yes, form counts: alignment, stance, a
steady hand, breathing, knowing the
distance, release, etc. all this is very
important, but... In truth, every shot

starts in your head and everyone ends
there, even before the arrow meets

its target. Archery is a test of
strength between the will and the
body, where one must control the

other, tame it and bend it to serve the
goal. Nick Anton knows this well,

which is why his course is laid out in
such a way as to weaken the will and

push the body to its limits.
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I said this before but I'll bore you with it again as it is

something worth repeating and remembering.

Shooting at Laois Archery is like a game of Mahjong,

where a novice tries to beat an old master. Only a few

manage to succeed, and even so with great effort and

often at a very high cost.

No... There is no obvious thing about the setting of

Nick’s range. From the very beginning, you will be

accompanied by that rather rare sense of anxiety

mingled with excitement and with the following steps

these feelings will strengthen and grow within you

until you have no choice but to confront them.

Interesting and thrilling at the same time is the idea

that those few hours spent in the woods at Clonkeen

essentially turn out to be a clash of two  minds  waged 

By Marcin Malek

The wild chase
 

Laois Archery 2-day shoot 30.04/01.05.22
 

Noel Bannon

on a separate plane. We can therefore argue that

participation in the competition organised by Lois

Archery is in essence a quasi-mystical experience.

Indeed, for me it always is, for archery iwithn my

perception is more a spiritual condition rather the

physical play for strengthening and improving one's

fitness. I think many of you share this sentiment,

which is why there are always so many archers

flocking to Laois Archery. Only here and only thanks

to Nick's unusual empathic ability we have the

opportunity to face not only ourselves but also (if not

primarily) the volition of the other archer. It is a

measure of the strength of spirit and courage to

anticipate the unobvious - a remote struggle of minds

- as the ancient Slavs would call it - "the wild chase".

One with the
Nature
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The wild chase
 

Laois Archery 2-day shoot 30.04/01.05.22
 

I really felt that way and looking at all the troubled

faces, I believe many of you felt much the same.

However, the most beautiful part of it all is that the

hardship of those two days, our toil and struggle

against ourselves plus the spiritual wrestling with

Nick - in the end, it all brought an incredible thrill of

triumph and even if you didn't come home with a

medal and your result is a figure you would like to

forget as soon as possible - you still finished "The

wild chase" and go home with your head held high.

This is what I value most about Laois Archery events,

that precious and rare opportunity to have a good

day out, whatever the result. The difficulty of the

shoot at Clonkeen is second to none but, the level of

satisfaction after completing the competition is

unmatched by anything else either. The Laois forest

is flat as a mirror, there is nothing special about it,

just trees and bushes and yet it is a special place on

the archery map of Ireland - the club members and

committee have made it so. The common picnic area

is always full of all sorts of goodies from sweets, cakes

and buns to hot soup, tea, coffee and cold drinks,

such as Cola, Fanta, Sprite and different juices. Right

next to it there was a tent where you could register

and pay for the shooting, nearby stood the crew

checking bows and arrows, members of the club took

care of a large information board with detailed

references to the styles and categories of archery.

Here one could ask for advice or clear up any doubts

that may arise.

Overall, it was a very well prepared event, both

technically and in terms of pure entertainment. We

met many friends, both old and new - yes, we were

tired, but it was worth it. Laois is always worth

coming to as it is simply the home of archery, where

any reputable archer should drop in from time to

time and get a bit tired...

DON'T MOVE,
STAY STILL!

Alan O'Grady
 

Jimmy Holden
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Emily Phipps
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The power that
lies within
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I am the Forest...
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The lady of the
woods
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To the question “can you mix archery and medium format camera?“
The answer isn’t that simple. Firstly because a roll 120 film only got
twelve pictures on it (using a 6 x 6 format), so you need a good batch of
rolls on the day with you! Secondly, you don’t take pictures with a
medium format camera the same way you do with a smart phone, as
you need to manually adjust everything: aperture, shutter speed, ASA
(commonly known nowadays as ISO) and for that you need a light
meter (thanks to smart phone app!) and for the low light in the woods
you have to carry a tripod with you! Once back home, you have to
either develop the films yourself or send it to a lab (might take couple
of days). Luckily, I have the equipment at home (charging bag,
chemicals, etc.) and then you need to scan them all, one by one; a lot of
time that now we seems to have forgotten. But looking at the results of  
the  pictures,  the  answer  the   first   question   is  « yes,  definitely!»

Camera: Mamiya C3
Film: Bergger Pancro 400

Lightmeter app: Light Meter
(Lumu)

Developper: Ilford DD-X (1+4)
Scanner: Epson V600 Photo

 

A tool of

art

Laurent Vuille
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